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WORLD PEACE'IS POSSIBLE
[The folto wing talk was given by Zen Master Seung sahrl
teron January 19, 1983.1

at Tahl Mah Sah Zen Cen-
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Recently

oi my students died. I went
a church. The minister

one

Wh,en

his funeral at

ta

talked

about Gad.
problem, if

a

you

.ppear�
is like

money,

family,

next

about

disappears.
floating cloud itself originally does

nat

our

Human life

life,

worry,'

But

human life also means, don't worry. If you
impermanence, everything, is

understand

.okay. Problems appear because
beings always want more.
How do
and

we

control

our

.hurnan

Then what is the

one

desire for more,

If you find it) you are free from life .and
Why then would you need Buddha'

death,

Christ? You

or

the

are

already Buddha,

life

or

sun

rises

opinions,
clear

this world, When yau are abaut
to leave it, you think "This is my house, my
family, my country.' Your "f-my-me",

mother's

dependent on God or Buddha or your
understanding, If .you completely become
your true self, there is no life' or death no'
coming or going,
A long time ago a Zen Master said:
Coming empty-handed, going empty-

"you

are

'

sets.

appears and

disappears,

_'

Don't be attached to them. Put down all of

8

opinions and thinking.
When you are thinking, you perceive
other people's minds as different from

�

yours, I f you cut

off all thinking,

your mind

.�

and my mind are the same, the same as
Christ and Buddha. Then there are no op

'

When

no

matter whether the

your

becoming completely, independent:

,

posites, no coming or going, no good and
bad, no high andlow, no you and me.

.

handed-that lis human.

or

problems,

eyes

ing cloud which

not

,

death.Tt won't

pure and

one

no

born you had no eyes, When you die, your
,eyes will disappear.' Eyes, ears, nose,
tongue, body, mind: these are like the float-.

from? When you die, where .do you go?
Everyone has a t'rue home, Buddhism

'

there will be

dark

child. When you grow up, you are .rhe stu.,
dent of the 'universe. So this is your borne,
.When you are born; where do you come

means

thing,

OUf,

die, tfiis I-my-me
your

are

see blue sky in the daytime,
sky at night. High up in the sky it
never changes. Only our ,eyes perceive a
change, Where do your eyes come from?
Now you have eyes, but oeiore you were

in,ta

are

you

Christ. So put down all your
and understand 'your true self. If

same as

the students go hame to their mothers, the
idea of "my cauntry" disappears, you are

you

on'

pure and clear

you understand what is the

appears, But when you

re

thing?

anger and

disappears,
In childhood,

are

life and death,

about their country and its 'boundaries.
They learn, "This is my country' and it
starts here, 'ends here," After school when

bam

going,

-

ignorance? This-is a very
important point. In elementary school the
student-s, learn to study and play. They learn
our

corning and

alsa like that.
But there is one thing which always
mains clear,
It is pure and clear, no depending

many

means

exist,

'Life and death,

things:
job, and also about the

worry

,

floating ,claud Which

a

The

permanent, like smoke or water, like grass
flowers, Our life appears, then disap

,We

like a'

Death

,

or

pears.

die, where do you ga?
floating cloud which

yau

Life 'is

He said that

anytime yau
just depend on Gad,
the problem disappears. But sametimes this
doesn't seem to be enough. Our life,'is im
have

,
"

The

sun never

says, "I

am

CAMBRIDGE ZEN CENtER:

the sun." The

A TEN YEAR PORTRAIT

born, where do you

come from?

.

Continued

on Page 2

by Ellen Sidor

Cambridge Zen Center began in June,
two students, Stephen Mitchell
and Lynn Woodcock, decided to move with
another student, Kevin Bell, to a 'house on
31 Fayerweather Street, Cambridge. A few
1974 when

.Journalof A WinterSolo

Cambridge Zen Center has come a long
just ten years: from three students in
a small, rented apartment to becoming one'
of the largest residential Buddhist centers in
metropolitan Boston, How could ahandful
of students, professors and ex-hippies blos
som in such a short time into a well-re
spected spiritual group' that is fully

[Master Dharma Teacher George Bowman has returned to formal teaching follow
ing a year of silence, during which he worked on the construction of the new Dia
mond Hill Zen Monastery in Cumberland, RI. Between January and March of this
year he did a two-month solo retreat in a cabin in Maine, The following excerpts are
from a Journal he kept on the retreat.i
Jan. 11. Everyone is headed home, like it or
not That is the one great longing in the
human 'heart: to become one, to dissolve
into all that is. It is disguised in so many
ways, misinterpreted and sought after.
Sexual release, that forgetting of self; is
confused with the object of experience and
.

so there' is pain and sorrow and all the'
,misery of human desire' and sense of
inadequacy,
If there isany great lessan, it is that from
waking to sleep we are looking at our own

face, Moment to moment it is none other
than us. That which we .like, that which

,

job is,
courage
straightforwardness, it is our unique and
tremendously important offering to the

to

Returning home is returning to balance
zero
mind, Everything, mosquito or

moose, has as its content Zero, A
to is a mosquito worth or zero. ;\

�

a moose

�

worth of Zero, When

c;: the world

"

.....

:\

..

,�

',.

,",.�

,-

authorized as the first Buddhist monastery
in the City of Cambridge? In making the
massive financial and physical commitment
of renovating an aging 40-room townhouse
and adjacent building, Zen Center members
have undergone many changes, and, their'
perspectives on the Junction of the Center
have become much wider. This review of
the Zen .Center's remarkable ten-year
growth and maturing will look at the
history of the Center, why it undertook a
project of such magnitude; and what are
the possible ramifications of their new loca
tion in a high energy urban setting.

weeks later So en Sa Nim, who

froIp

the

mosqui
1l100Sl'

we

perspective of

is

look at

not

hold-

'

everything,
facing all this
Only reflective awareness, We set up
a fake discipline and then congratulate our
selves for enduring it. Where there is disci
pline, there is fear-yet you have to start

Jan.

19. Who is it that is

stuff?

somewhere,

Continued
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was

still'

learning English and formulting the. teach
ing' language we use today, moved 'in and
stayed the rest of the summer, "There
muclrstructure," said Cambridge
Zen Center Vice-Abbot Dyan Houghton,
"Lots of people would come just for an in
terview, and not even bow or sit. One day
Becky (Rebecca- Bernen) came in and told
wasn't

'

that Soen Sa Nim wanted us to bo� to
came. We didn't likeihat. One
day we had a meeting with Soen Sa Nirri.
We told him we wanted Sunday off from
practicing. So en Sa Nim made it clear he
wouldn't come anymore if people didn't
us

him when he

.

brings satisfactian we are naturally drawn .------------------..
to-that which we don't like, we shrink
ing anything, we see that everything has as
away.from.
its basis Zero, What is Zero? It is before
Look at your everyday life-why is it
thought, unfathomable, vast and incon
that you return again and again to the same
Zero is the point we return to
ceivable,
problems? Why not a new problem every
when we have run out of logical explana
we
fear
What
what
we
is
day?
most,
hope
tions, Far from being void and empty, it is
not our piece to unravel, is exactly what our
rich and deep and all pervasive. It holds
and if that is done with
and

universe,

.:::

,

way in

bow and eat
ways

formally

every

day.It

tightening and loosening,

ally it got

more

From the

was

and

al

gradu

structured."

Zen Cen
that attracted a lot of
visitors. Even back in 1974 it was not un
common for 50 people ·to appear for re
treats, although few of them observed the
forms that Soen Sa Nim was beginning to
introduce. Today, ten years and three resi
deuces later. the Cumhridgc Zen Cl'!1ll'r h;"

beginning Cambridge

ter has been a center

returned to

Cambridge

3 blocks from

busy

Square. and it established on all en
tire block on Auburn Street, centrally locat
ed for public transportation to all parts of
Boston and Cambridge. The new quarters,

Central

100-year old townhouse with 40 rooms
an adjacent building with 4 apart
ments, accornodates all 22 current Zen
a

and

Center residents and still has room for 1012 more, Today the visitors still come, some
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that book says that. But any kind of understanding will lead you to difficulty. You

World Peace is Possible
,
.

Continuedfrom Page

the economy,
the' weather.

never

When you see the sun, you and the
sun become one. When you see the wall,
you and the wall become one. The wall is
white, the sun i� hot. That's all. .I ust like

ning=-how

south, north, east, and

the Bible

one.

true

·self,

and

obtaining
life.

correct

cat,

nor can a

Zen

can.

but

is

the

time,

human be-.

to

opinions,

your

time

one

or

'\

'\

one

of

you

things like
possible.

us

my-mind

both disappear, then what?

your

,

l,

,,'

Yale

i)'�s

;

veristies. They.have many libraries and millions of books. What is a book? Thinking,
: thinking, thinking, These books create-a big'
problem Many people are afraid in tHis nu-.
clear age, and everyone says' they wart'
world 'peace'. But if you only study and b,e,':
come more, clever, you make this world
more complex. Clever minds have made the'
atombomb and the nuclear age. Zen means

Th�n '(he '�orid' disappears

,

make �,ne\Y one together.,
If each of'us only clings to

'

.

,

.

If,

.

.

.

;
,

so

1

,

I

;

"

.complicatedl. Mak�l

.

How, are,

feTerit?

�

,

mind

your

then wisdom 'Yill appear.
.

'simpie,

'.
...'
knowledge, and wisdom dif-

'

.

Knowledge. means understanding"

that is.rsorneone's
,

.

idea: This book says .t his

opinions.
America,
fighting" inevitably appears.
China.jmd Russia are each clinging to their
.opinions about, their world, fighting
appears and worldpeace is impossible. If all
these worlds disappear, it-is.possible to connect with each other's countries.
Everyone has mental power. If you are a
thief', you.create a bad cycle (bad.energy l.Tf
you .perform good' actions, you create a
good cycle (good energy). I f you p�t down
both good and bad, the original cycle
appears, which is correct mental power. It's
the same cycle, not two. Checking it creates
a different. cycle. I f you put-down your
"opinions, condition andsituation, this orig-

inal-cycle

,

,

Personal Questions?

I
I'

iife

,

have'personal

questions about

Zen, practice we encout:,age you to
write �o any of the four Master Dharma
"Teachers. Soen" Sa Nim will continue
answering his mail, but his extensive travel
ling, especially outside the United States,

forces\

considerable delays

in

,

Master Seung Sahn.
Lincoli) Rhodes,

School Abbot
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"This is

a

Master Dharma Teachers

teach

.pear. On
,

w_o�ld

United States,

were

think that, be
money and

to

paying

me

us

to

become

correct

changing

a

corpse

so

that

a new

pear tree will

grow. The outside appearance isn't
important. This rotting ,is necessary. Nowa
days a lot of people say that society is rot
If you

ten.

world,

you

see only the outside of tlJis
might say that the end of the

of the

you must find your seeds.

do you like? Where are your
seeds? It doesn't' matter -1hether it's

true

'�th�

end

or

th� beginning

of the world.
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Think about electrical

energy.

It

.electricity,

So

where

does

.energy

,

..

human

beings follow

the

earth,'

the earth

sky, the: sky, follows nature.
Where does' nature come from? From the
Tao-s-the path. 'Where ,�oes the path come
'from? .Your mind.,
So your mind makes everything. A 'crazy
mind makes craziness, a busy mind makes
ar,ourid and aroun�L
busy-ness, So v:<e,
But mind is not mind, it is true self. The
follows the

.

','

,

��

of o'ur trucflself is true nature, Buddha
nature, God natur�, t,he Absolute, or
name

a lot cif different
nall1.es
for it, bu!.originally this point \las no name.
There aren't any words for it. We cannot,
even speak about it. All these names are
made by thinking, so many meariing� arise.
But originally this point is before thi,nking,
If you put down your ihinking, your opin

eflergy... We have
/

\

ions,

you

your

correct

can

find your true nature and
world peace is

seat," and

possible. 0

,,'

CHANTING
a

masterpiece of

our

thinking

,

minds tO,stillness

regularly

of these high quality tapes are available at $10,95 each alld call be ordered by writing to
the New Haven Zen Center, 193 Mansfield St" New Havell, CT 06f') I I COJ1I1l'c!icLlt residents
should add a 7 ";, sales tax, Shipping is free,

SOUND
,/

.\'!

•.

_-:

come

.frorn? Your mind, In:Taoi�m it is said that

�opies

.

,�ome�

"

,

"

from 'natural sources,' Iike falling water. ',If
we', have 'no falling water, we can't make

I

.

1:'

.

.rnind is dark, the-world becorneshell and it'
seems like the end of tlie world is coming.
Where does thisl mind light 'comefrom?

\.

,

..

but, there

and compassion, This tape includes the morning and evening bell chantand
practiced chants profeSSionally recorded at Sprague Hall. Yale UniverSity

,

"

.

�

is no hindrance to
mind light. This 'room, originally' is not dark
or.light. If you turn on the light, it's bright.
If you-turn off the light, it's dark. Heaven
and H'ell are the same.' It's possible for this
'world to :-'become h�aven or hell,' but ou�
;
minds create the distinction. If your mind is
bright ,,(.he, world becomes heaven. I f your

Zen Master Seung Sahn and his students have created
sounrl-clear arid profound chanting that cuts through

Moher

,

In

mind there

Editor: Ellcn Sidor

Production Editor:

"

'.·�s ino' ��d, �o beginning.
"Put down your, opinions, all of them; and'
,y�ur correct. seeds·wi:lj appear :''''.. ''''��.';'.
.. The' sun' is very':bright, but your mind
'light 'is even brighter .�:Sunlight is hindered
your

,Barbara Rhodcs and Lincoln Rhodcs

Managing

.','

ning. Which

good, but inside it is rotting. This rotting is
the pear's correct function. Its correct job is
to get new pear seeds into the ground, to
become

the seeds in

If you can't find them, it's the end of the
world. Ifyou do find them, it's the begin-

rest

tastes

see

Pll�("r,

but the

to help the world,

'human'

the outside it looks and

bur if you

coming,

Oil

new world. The ouside is
seeds inside are ok.
Everyone has seeds inside them. In order

ginning
rotting,

.

beings?
The question for all of us is, "What are
human beings?" This world is like fI ripe

like a robber's mind.
World peace is possible only if we do not
hold our opinions. Some people think it will
'not be possible to altair
peace in
their lifetimes. But if even' one young per�
son who believed in ,world' peace became

th�

tongue will go to heaven, and the

,s()ciety

,

gun and you

can't, come in!" That's America's mind,

President of

world is

possible. World peace can be achieved.
I f we take our inside preferences, arid .remove t·he outside .boundaries, then we' cari
truly connect with other people. E'.T.'s·
mind, had no .preferences, no boundaries.
He didn't make distinctions between hu>.
man beings and arrirnals and 'stars, so he'
could connect with everything:' Having "no
mind" Is necessary, Having no boundaries
is also- necessary. Jf we removed, all boondaries, 'how equid Russia attack America? ,:
Last summer at Omega 'Institute hun
dreds of-people came 1'0 study with masters
from different. religious traditions:'
Catholic, Sufi, Christian; Zen" Indian,
Jewish and so forth. All the masters to
getherwere teaching.vlove minci" and ask-,
ing, "How can we 'help this world?" This
kind of teaching together is very necessary,
otherwise we will not be able-to change the',
'world. In our society today, we are not,
teaching people how to become correct hu
man beings. We don't teach them about ob
.ligations to teachers, to parents arid society,
to this world and to all beings. We, only'
teach 'people- how to live like robots: push
puttons, only have 'a goo,d 'time, �i1joy a
good taste. This kind of society has no di
rection. Without direction, how can our

our'

"This is my house. I have

people

.side this world, you would say it's the be

be

country." We have
made boundaries and laws preventing other
people from moving here. It's just like a
robber taking over a house �nd then saying,

\ye say,

.

Master Dharma Teacher

old.

cause

'

cycle and mine

Indians, and the incoming
Europeans killed thousands 'of them. Now'

....

POINT is published four times a
year by the1<wan Urn Zen School, a ,nonprofit
religious corporation, under the direction of Zen

hupdred, years

Americans

his

PRIMARY

,

connect.

several

response.
_-----

appears and your

be

.

,

situation. President Reagan said America is
number �ne. He ,understands 'one, but he
doesn't understand two.' America 'is orily

YQur

or

often

,

Then world peace-is possible ..
America is only clinging to its American

can

If you

;

.

Maybe it .will be necessary ,to'
burn ail the books, so the, world wilL not b

"

.

our

,

were simple, we'
Sosimple is better

than clever.

can,

If

we

make bombs.

we

'

,

..

wouldn't

and,

immigration laws would

of you will go to hell!' It is necessary to do
something to obtain world peace." I f all
politicians tried meditation, change would

:
'

the

When I have spoken to politicians and
lawmakers, I have said to them, "You only
talk about world peace, but you don't do
anything about it. Just saying it is only
world peace-of the tongue. So maybe only

our

our

we can

every reason

I had

'Colltilllled

understand .that

must

lot of truth about the uni

a

verse.

we at

mindsimple, then wisdom

Re�entlY, 1 visited Harvard' and

becoming simple.

i

First;

peace? How-can

graduate school I realized
something wrong. I didn't know

understand

..

'

i

but

has a like-dislike mind inside
of us. My preferences, make my world.
Your preferences make your world But if:
each

taking

"Make your
will appear.

..

I

seems

sad,

and

.

i

/

next mo

seems

was

exactly what it was, but there were some
days i'd walk up the stairs at MIT, turn
around and walk back down again. Up to
that point, I thought I was going to be a
great scientist, win the Nobel 'prize, and

more.

"

i

i

world

there

"

:\

!

the

through

way

75 times!" When you die, this "I" breaks
disappears, and isn't a problem any

l'

f
I

happy, the

hate each other. The world

So what is world
tain it?

.up and

i

,t

girlfriend

my

both put down
preferences,
minds can connect with each other. I make,
my world, you make yours. If your, mind

\

I'll tell you a little about my story.
Not unlike you, I went to college: Half

our,

this world with my mind.You create
your world with your mind. But the world
is always the same.

person

!

effect.

If

everything you could imagine.
tonight, and you got intro
Zen. There's a background for
here

you, not any different from anyone else's.

create

it away is very
difficult. One
sent me a letter and I
wrote down how many' times he 'said
;'1"-75 times! So I said to him, "I hit you

mountain,

space and

own

came

duced to

our own

it is always the same. Buddha said,
'all things are created by the mind alone. I

anger." But this is still making" I," so it's a
big mistake. One of my students helps
people a lot. But sometimes he thinks, "I
have already helped a lot of people." This
a

You

actually

"I'm not bad. I don't have much desire

"I" is like

we

make

in the background of
people who practice Zen here.
particular, who introduced them to Zen?
of the

LR: There's

a

am

then

'happy,

another."

or

and

moment we are very

.

says at

like only

seems

sad. I cry and the whole
to cry. Then I get a new girl
She makes me very happy. One

ment we

difficulty.

-"{_veryone

way that

also make our

cause

friend.
,

have

will,

you

same

leaves me, I,
world seems

Keeping your correct relationship with
everything, moment to' moment. If you
cling

we

own

life?

correct

In

interested

I'm

some

'

your true self
the correct .way, truth and'

What

In the

,

finding

means

Q:'

_.

few minutes,

we

ings

we

Three hours' pass in what

put down "I," we become the
original human mind, which means great'
love, great compassion. A dog cannot find \
its

So do you. We

hour, because my mind is so angry. Then
she comes and we go dancing. Cha cha cha!

Buddhist sutras!

or

taught at a university, I found that
by the time people get to your age, most of
the questions are gone. This is a little differ
ent, so please ask, disagree, complain or
add anything you want.

For-example, I have been waiting for
my girlfriend for IO.minutes, and she h�sn 't
come. Why hasn't she come? I am getting
angry. Now I am suffering, and the time
seems very long. One minute seems like an

finger, the boys on the bicycles fly
ing through the forest: there is no con
sciousness, no "I" and no "me." Seeing a
movie like this brings out the true love that
everyone has inside them, sometimes better
When

west.

You shoo

When I

directions. Are they
each make our own

own

have questions.

to

uldn't have.any concern whether someone
might think your question' is dumb or not.

time.

E.T.'s

than

encouraged

begin-'

they different? Who made

each make our
the same? Also

opposites.
A lot of people liked the movie E.T.
When you are watching it, completely abo.
become

LR: Does anyone have any questions? This
is different from Brown University. You're

saying it's the end of
it's the beginning of the

don't make

picture

(I

group

are

don't make

sorbed, you and the

[or

to a

this world? God? Buddha? You are sitting
there, I am sitting here. I make my own

make heaven, then there is also hell. If you
heaven, then there is no hell. So

,

are

1983,

,

the -world:" I say
world. The end of the world and the

this is the truth. That's Zen mind. Your
thinking also creates heaven and hell. I f you

Teacher Lincoln Rhodes gave the following talk on November 13,
of Brown University students who came to Providence Zen Center
Sunday 'nigh: Dharma talk.]

[Master Dharma
,

religion, business, politics,
In fact this is already

.happening.
Some religions

moon.

THE, TURNING POINT

understanding, If you
problems appear everywhere:
your

can't, then

says, "I am t he moon." It is
your thinking that creates the sun and the
moon

digest

must

I
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PE-ACE ASSEMBLY

WORLD

days in September, ,1982,. the
Center in Cumberland,
Rhode Island, was host to the Great
Masters 'World Peace Assembly in celebra
For three

Providence

tion of

ten

SEPTEMBER 17-19, 1982

gathered together

to
focus on creating
world peace. Over400 guests came to the
.rural Zen Center that early autumn week

exchanged,

master, Chang Sik Kim. is
Master Seung Sahn.

'end,

Dharma speeches given, and a
World Peace Message was sent to the heads
of governments and religions in' many coun

tries. Everyone present joined irr chanting
and meditation. A third day 0'[ live art per
formances and a Zen art exhibit was hosted

the full text of the World Peace

Zen

years of Korean Buddhism in

Buddhist teachers
many
traditions, as well as representatives from,
other religions and hundreds of guests,
from

America.
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many from Europe and the Far East.
The weekend unfolded through lectures,

panel discussions'

and

workshops, and
many informal 'get togethers. During the
World Sangha peace ceremony, gifts were

a

student of Zen

In !�is issue PRIMARY POINT presents

,

Message
'and some of the key lectures from the
Assembly.

;'

,-'

�,

�;

by the Shim Gum Do Zen Sword Center in

'Brighton, Massachusetts,

whose

founding
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�
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A Cambodian Prayer

)
-

Ven. Maha Ghosananda is one

of the few surviving Theravaddn

�

Buddhist monks

Cambodia. In 1980 he was invited to the United Nations to represent the'
nation of the Khmers in exile, as well as to gain support for the Cambodian peace

from

'i

-{

and to teach Buddhism. In his' U.N work he travels throughout the
United States and Europe, to reach Cambodian refugee communities.
He was trained in his native Cambodia to become a disciple of the internationally

.�

movement

','

.'

acclaimed

Japanese

monk Nichidatsu

Fujii (who

was

sect devoted to the. establishment

Nihonzan Myohoji

99 years old), founder
of world peace.

i
i

of the

1

-

15 years in India at Fujii Ashram in Rajgir, Maha Ghosananda traveled to
Buddhist centers throughou/ Southeast Asia and Ceylon. He was in Thailand during

After

�.

regime in Cambodia in which most of his Buddhist colleagues were
killed. Meeting the first .influx of refugees, he distributed 40, 000 leaflets on the
Buddha 'v itiscourse Oil th« f)()II'C'r o] II/C'//({ tlovin); kindness). helned estuhlish-schools
and temples in the camps, and became a major figure for the refugees as well as the
international community.
There is a steady flow of visitors to his' temple in Providence, RI, An accomplish
ed linguist, he speaks.Cambodian, Thai, French, and English. Last December. he
met with Pope John Paul I I in Rome, to discuss the plight of the many thousands of
Cambodian refugees stranded in Thailand. He recently left for a peace mission to
Thailand and fI()'lsili(I',lCllIl/Jo(/ia, with hopes that the POfJ,e would alsovisit the
refugee ('(IIlIPS ill Tliailalld this Sl}/·ill�.
the Pol Pot

.,

1
F

.If.

_

-

X
-

v
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Brothers' and

sisters, 'my

Ghosananda and I
.

am

from Cambodia,' For
the

people

a

is Maha
Buddhist' monk·
name

than

more

a

�
"'"

decade,

/
u

of Cambodia. have known the

great suffering of

famine.

Seeing 'Suffering Directly,

warfare, persecution, 'and
peaceful

I pray that like millions of
Khmer people, all people will find

strength

Jack Kdrnfield,

their hearts and gui
dance in these words ofthe Buddha.
"In those who harbor .thoughts 'of blame
and vengeance towards .others.,. hatred will
never cease. In- those who do· not harbor
hatred will surely cease,"
For hatred is never appeased by hatred"
It isappeased by love, This is an eternal
law. Just as a mother would protect her
and

compassion

in

dhism forfifteen

even so

let

one

.culrivare

a

Society
:;;

peaceful heart

Sanghang

son.

answers. There's

saranam

saran am

,

that says "Don't just
sit there, do something." 'We must see that
there's something immediate that must be

P?li):

in

gacchami.
\

one

\

r
"

�

�

jn this world to make world peace
happen. Then there's the other answer,
which is especially relevant to those 'of you
who' are involved in meditation practice,
"Don't just do something, sit there." This
done

gacchami.

'

(Homage to theBuddha.

A

peaceful

peaCefull�er-

\

/

Buddhang

A

.

�

-

Dharnmang'saranarn gaccharni.

"

com-

f

Insight Meditation

:...---.

.,

a

at the

,

(Chanting

"

makes

�

,\

.

J

A

"

hearr..

'I

************************************************************************

Mayall beings exist in happiness. and

,

��

in

��

",', :�

peace. Then no problem!
The suffering of Cambodia has been,

A

�

Barre, Massachusetts, at the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado, and
at intensive meditation retreats held throughout the United States and Canada:
He is the author of "Living Buddhist Masters ".(Prajna Press, Bou/der, CO, 1983)
which presents the variety of Buddhist teachings I hrough the words of contemporary

.,

a

4
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boundless heart

Great compassion makes
.'

of Vipassana meditation, has been a student of Bud
training includes six years in Southeast Asia�tudying as

psychology.
Currently he teaches with his colleague Joseph Goldstein

�

deep.
From this sufferingcomes great
passion.

His

Western

above, below, and across, without any ob- �
struction, without anyhatred, without any"
_�(mmity; Whether one stands, walks, sits, or �
lies down, as' long as one is awake, one G
should maintain -this mindfulness., This §
they. say, is to attain the blessed" state in this �

verYlife.,

�

teacher

a

years.

-

life,

\

:1

'

towards all beings. Let one's thoughts of �
boundless love, pervade the' whole world �

-

t\

1\

layman and as a monk in Theravadti monasteries. His main teachers areAchaaii
Chaa.and U /}sa(Jhc!, Thera for the Mahasi Sayadaw. He has a/so studied with many
other teachers, as well as with two Zen Masters. He graduatedfrom Dartmouth Co/
lege with a degree in Asian Studies and a/so holds a Masters and a Ph.D, 'degree in

'suclrthoughts',

own

,:

a

,

QnIY.�hiLd, .even at th�'ri�k_ of her

\

A

peaceful person 'makes.
family.
peaceful family makes
community.
peaceful- community
peaceful nation.
peaceful nation makes

a

a

Homage

peaceful
.peaceful

second

people

peaceful.

world.

say that will make

a

our

action

effective it has to

my

understanding,

on

the fact that,

might be;

come,

from

myself and all of us together?
actually do?" .rnay be the,
first question. There are different kinds of

problem of world peace it
for us jo look at its source.

can' we

There's

story of

a

a

�
':1

�

,1

f

�

Y

an' emotional

just

not

be truly
deep inner

to-

a

reaction to the situation of the world today:
So in the very beginning, to look at the

dif

ference for

"What

Amen:

can

is based

answer

wh-atever

today to join with so
speak about different

to

aspects of world peace. I wonder from
heart what I

a

"

I havecome here
many

makes

to the Dharma.

Homage to, the Sangha.)

seems

�

�
.�

,

important

�

J

"

teacher in the Middle

""

East, Mulla Nasrudin. Some of you may".
have heard of him. He's a fool, a wise man.
and a kind of mythical figure. One day he

ZEN IN THE SPIRIT OF MARTIAL ARTS:
r

.

THE WAY OF THE IMPECCABLE WARRIOR

I

in

was, out

his

,garden, sprinkling

Page

all

"
"
"

�

bread

crumbs .around. One of his neighbors-came
up to him and said, "Mulla, what are you

Continued

�
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-

�
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"
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A ONE-DAY WORKSHOP

�

"

In OUf Next Issue:

"

JUNE .16, _1984
9:00 AM

5:00

-

-

On the weekend of April 7 and 8 the
Providence Zen Center and the Kwan Urn

PM

Zen School hoste'd
world

an

ecumenical

confer

initiated

by Zen
Master Seung Sahn,' and entitled "Prayer

ence

on

peace,

and Meditation in the Nuclear

Miguel Palavecino,

Aiki

Kempo

Karate

School,

Toronto

Shim Gum Do Zen Sword Center,

to

Age." Some
�o rural Cumberland. RI.
religlocs .Ieaders representing

came

20

meet

Christian, Jewish:

David Mott, Cold Mountain Dojo, Toronto

.Maria Kim,

250 visitors

other traditions in

Brighton.

MA

shops

and

a

For Information &
-

;/

Registration, please

contact

PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER
528 POUND ROAD
CUMBERLAND, RI 02864

401-769·6464

discussions.

panel

conference ended

Su'nda)"-afte�noon

moving candlelight

and others

Hindu, Buddhist and
series of lectures, work
a

service before an inter

faith altar, marked b)' 'prayers, chants and
readings by the religious leaders from man)'

faiths, including Rt. Rev. George Hunt.
Episcopal Bishop of Rhode Island, \'en.
Maha Ghosananda, 'Srimata Gavatri Devi,
Tulku

Chagdud
others.

The

Rinpoche, among

next

issue

POINT will be devoted to

of
a

graphs

of

weekend.

the

man)'

many

PRIMARY

detailed _report

of the conference and will include

COST: $15 PER PERSON (includes Vegetarian lunch)

The
with

highlights

photo
of

'

the

;;
\1

�
.�

).
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PEACE ASSEMBLY

He used the

Nothing
The world

to feel it as "my" suffering. Then it is not a
question of seeing or doing anything about
it, we do it naturally.
Let me give you the analogy of two

'images. It is a place for the whole cornmun
ity to come and do zazen together. We also
have different services. I am a Soro priest,

V:e

their

own

vices. For

wait We 'have to do it right now,
muddy ourselves right now.
Peace or harmony does not come about

cannot

by making everyone the same. That seems
like a simple idea, but it does not work. We

"

think 'if
same

we can

idea

them,

of miles

and

'

,

our

.

consciousness

rise.

Nbw

it is

ness or

..

so

obvious I do

talk about it any
to go around

not

more.' It would be absurd

that

telling people
mine, or to try

to

these

two

convince

hands

are

hand that it.
the other hand.

one

is part of the sallie body as
The point 'is we will have

.

�.1

problems' until

\

this realization occurs. Even after it occurs,
one hand is still going to catch fire" but' it'

.

\

medicine,

edicine

just

not

our

body

has

diab.etes,

"Fine," We do

say,

we

do

What

can we

.

something

do? First, wake up and then
only �ssage 'I

know. That is what Buddhism is

about:

up! How do you wake up? That is
another story. But when somebody does
wake up, a group naturally forms around
him or her. For every' circle there is, a
center. I 'am a mathematician and I love this
aspect of mathematics.' The center of a
circle is a point which has no ,dimensions. If
it has

some

It is
r

another'

a

nothing),

'circle

The Zen

Community

Yonkers,

forms

New

comprehensive

wake up, a circle forms, a
sangha, That second step

we

of New

peace.

training

Zen

consisting

work-practice,

es,

As

}

;

l�
i

it." You will,
cop-out not

never

to

do that. It is also

get your

pra�tice

to

a,

that.

place.
Ideally, first you realize the way, then
you get right into the midst of what we call
attachments and, delusions and
,work.

do

your

Shakymuni said we 'are already
enlightened!. so. practically speaking we

a

love and compassion is a weakness, When
India was separated from Pakistan, and
became' independent if) 1949, there were
many riots: Millions of people were
.

refugees=-Muslims 'and' Hiridus moving'

.

I

Bangladesh, (it was East. Pakistan
then)-he sent Gandhi. Gandhi went to the
east and he !said, "I'm going 'to walk on
foot from 'one village to another and talk to
people and ask them to stop, AndTm going
to stop eating, I'm going to fast. And I'lL
die-that's fine with me-out I'm not going
now

we

the

to

monthly stipend

COy:
is'given.

Community of Ncw York
interreligious .Zen practice
t hc
under
center
guidancc of
Bernard Glassman, Sensci, Dharma

The Zcn

I

ali

less

,

our own sorrow.

For
or

.Ii/rtller inform(lrion plc(lse

There

lI'J'ire:

Training Committcc, ZCNY.
114 Wooclwort-h Avc.·

We have to look at it and

not run away.

('(11/

are two sources

!

Yonkers, New York 10701
(914) 375-1510
•

of

strength

source

.f;

..

...

,

:.'

r.t·r,

11';.

I

The world needs less
less

plenty
greed,

fear, less hoarding, and
that keep it from

forces

its source, which is fear' and

see

�fsuffering is an acknowledgement'
light and dark, up and down, sorrow and
joy. Wehave to see all those things without
attachment, without separation.
the end

of

We

have to look at. how

really.

make

we

separation. How do we· make this worldof
"I want this; I want to become that; this
will make me safe; this' will make me
powerful?" How do' we create it? How do
you do it? Race, nations, age, religion.

1

,

Look in .your heart and see what' is "us"
and what is "them" for you, Who is "us?"
Does "us"

Christians

Koreans

mean

capitalists

or

Buddhists

Americans 'or white

or

or

there's a'sense of
"us," if you look

is

Who

...

Whenever there's

a

people

your

or
or

"us?",

of "us," then

sense

"other." Do you have an,
rea Illy honestly? That;s it,

folks, right there. You
is the

source

want to know what
of the trouble in the world?

That's it, that

point, that "us," Give it up.
Why should YOli �ive il liP" Wh\' 1101

"LIS"" It's

,

becallse it's bad,

nOI

it's immoral.

or

hec�lllw

It's bccallc;e mnr;t1itv hac;n't

\vorked. The Ten Commandmcnl' and Ihc
Bucldhis! Prcccr''it.c; havc becn amlin" 1'01' ;t

[on!!

timc and cvcrvhodv' ...... 1 ill ki IlilH.' l';t,'i1

"

,If

or more

attachment, greed and separation. Only if
we look directly can we see its end, because

of

,

prejudice,

oil,

medicine. It

There's

more resources.

around.

and to'
.:

in this

strength 'is people who
aren't afraid to kill. They run a lot of the
world, if you look at it from a political
poirt of view, People who aren't afrai9 to
kill run nations, run wars, run much of pur
It giv�s gne a�lot of strength to n'0't
worJ�,
,I
I.JJl ••
world. One

more

or more

being fairly distributed and that keep dark)',J
ness going.
"So the first teaching of the Buddha is to
see suffering very directly, unflinchingly
acknowledge it in the world, in ourselves,

or

separate-

energy,

less of, all those

and

there, but it's also in ourselves. It's our own
fear and prejudice and hatred and desire
and �anting and neurosis and anxiety. It's

of Taizan Mac7Llmi Roshi.

or more

.doesri'tneed
to go

than

greater

)

The world doesn't need

food,

excuses 'for hoarding,
greed, for taking care of Number One
first. It's so' hard to really look at what's
going on in the world, at the sorrow: and
suffering, That's really what's asked of you
if you want to do something. I f you want to
make a-change, a difference, it mean's look
ing at the world with real honesty, unflinch
ingly and directly. Then look at yourself
and see that this' sorrow is ,not just out

are

much

something

about

'himself.

easy to make

so

this

of .his love and courage, because' Gandhi
truly wasn't afraid to di'e, because he cared

for

'

IS

rich in

stop

until you

much more to bring
'those tens of thousands of troops in the
west. Why? How did that happen? Because,

Do you know about Somalia? Do you

It's

and 'communal

Room, board, training fees

our

e\'l'C;

food

more

heard this, it did
peace in the east than

.

living.
ered. A

minds. We close

take any

nonsense." When people.

which

nck nowlcdu« it

.

from one country to another. In the
west-s-in what is now Pakistan-Nehru and
Lord Mountbatten sent tens ofthousands
of Gurka troops to
keep the riots down.
They didn't do a very good job, but, hesent
them there to try. To the east-in what' is

,

someh'o

pro

of

the

'I'.

to

,

days, people think
that' strength comes from guns, from. the
power to kill, from force. They feel that

some 'fashion
other,
actually
fantastically rich by comparison t'o most of
the people in the third world: rich in
Dharma, richin teachings, rich in clothes,
rich in food. It's not easy to look directly at
something like starvation. What we do is
close
�ur minds to it and make �ursj::lves

York,

offers

.'York,

our

is

daily, zazen,'
monthly retreats,' workshops, class-

gram

community, a
happens immediately in the evolution of
a community, I think .you should do
activities that the head of your
community, as' the clearest person, gets'
into. If that does not feel right, then do
what you want todo. Everyone has a-lot of
ideas of what's good or appropriate, and
ideas are all right, or all. wrong. But you
have to pick something. It'is a cop-out to
say, "I am going to wai l until I've gotten
my own practice to the place where L want

it,

to

family

my

these things-but
that
-tr anscends

In this world these

This'is

planet,

a

myself and

'country-all

separateness

know .how bad the starvation is in sub
Sahara Africa? Everyone of us in this room

.:

immediately.

around it. As

bear wirncx ....

I

I

PROGRAM

The circle is the Dharma, or all things.
Whenever we have acenter (which means, a
a

it.

of only

care

my

something 'that

\

hearts.

ZEN�
TRAINING

a blur, and
circle anymore.

circle.

and

.

Wc close

dimensions, it is

then it is not the center of

afford

of their

source

deep way that
acknowledge- and

taking

gatherings,

instead or running a\\'ay. The sulfcriuu ic; 't)
great t hat most II' we don 't warn t o look,

wake

.

replied,

a

to

of

source

understand and
accept death-and in a way, have died.
They bring to life fearlessness and caring.
They bring not just a sense of 'small I,

that-you can fly around this planet
day.
For us-to begin looking at thedirect situa
tion is not aJquestion of ceremonies Or reli
gion or Buddhism or any of that nonsense,
It's really to look in some very deep way at
the sorrow and suffering that exists now in our
time, in our world, to look at our personal,
individual, and collective relationship to it,

That is the

something.

on

other

The

kill.

to

they

know
in

about it.
do

today,

afraid

have looked into the very
nature, have looked in such

is not very big. Many of you have traveled
some distance to come to this gathering

the world is at peace, but at least
know whatto do. We can say everything

is fine, but if

time! 0

or

thousands

access to

this

one

time,

a set

mix

simple kind of

they can'.t

don't have

here

a

at

minute

one

to

are somehow like

with

cure

every cell of

imagine

Imagine a million or five million people sit
ting still for o..De minute, all at the same

sick with diseases that

are

But

or

happening

not mean
we

who

Could you

had

f

know how to

noon.

a

at

we

nourished, and don't have enough to eat.
People like us-no different-eyes, ears,
hand, bodies, stomachs, hearts" hundreds
of millions so impoverished that they have
little or no �helter- and clothing to protect
them from the elements 6f sun, wind, and
rain. There are hundreds of millions of

people

will get taken care of immediately, even if
taking care of it destroys both hands:' The
problem of what we should do is gone, We
cannot stand here just talking about what
to do. Shakymuni
Bu_ddha .said, "Wake
up!"
Consciousness has to drop out of both
our hands and our hearts, in order for us to
experience 'this world .as one body. Then
naturally we take care of things. That does'

the Seiko company to make

watch that automatically stops

whole body doing zazen for one
minute? You can feel the tremendous effect
of a zendo when everyone is sitting still�

suffering.

.

being able
Having no

this

those bread

Mulla
our

not

peace

body stopped for

At this time 0)1
is to look at that
the planet, today.: there are hundreds of
millions of people who are starving, mal

differences, It is very important to under.
stand that they are the .sarne thing, and that
they have to. exist together. We call that
\
_' I
sameness Sangha:
Lwas once with Jonas Salk, (he inventor
of the Salk vaccine, .and he was talking
about the. Zen communities he had seen
springing up. He thought that was the way

in my head I, see everything else as
separate, but my two hands ate part of me.
That is

Buddha is the aspect of onesameness, Dharma is the aspect of
sav

dernonstratrons

religions,

strength in the world-of real strength-is
people who aren't afraid to die: people who

withrri

And

up in

each other's forms.

having all ideas.
hoping we could convince some

was

body like

no

First, there's suffering in this world, and
there's a lot of it. The beginning of the
teaching of the Buddha, and' our ownun
derstanding of the problem of world peace,

.I

and Joan's

I

situation?

'

'

here."

or to

idea means

sprinkling' crumbs around, All of
Buddhism, religion, 'and politics can be seen
in that way. lt's something artificial, some
thing conceptual. It's .removed from the
direct situation, What is the direct

"

sures, we

of

not to try to solve
convince everyone to
idea. That is where we usu

same

tolerate'

be

"Effective, isn't it?;'
In a way our ceremonies,

,

'

tigers

no

.

'.

suddenly something ��kes Harry

are

"But there
.

Bernard Tetsugen Glassman, Sensei, an ordained SOIa Zen Buddhist priest, corn:
pleted Koan sludy(l976) and formal SOIa Zen training (1977) in the UnitedStates
and Japan 'With Taizan Maezumi Roshi. He is Roshi's Dharma successor, fie was
installed as Abbot of Zen shin Temple, the Zen Community of New York, at River"'.'
dale, NewyYoik, 'in June 1982.
He' holds a Ph. D. in mathematics from UCLA, and was a branch chief in charge
of computer 'documentation 'at Mclsonnelt.Douglas Corporation. He 'co-authored
with Maezumi Rhoshi "Hazy Moon of Enlightment (Center Publications, UCL,4,
\
Los Angeles, 1977).
Zen Community-of New'York wasfounded in 1980, IUs a residential training cen
ter with approximately 40 residential students, and another -100 active members who
.live in Ihe New York Metropolitan area.

'here,

have the

crumbs around?" He answered, "I do it to
keep the tigers away," So his friend said,

•

J

important

thing,

ally get hung
to

all interested in medi

practice.

the whole

�

for

no reason

we are

I think it is

have

Jewish services Buddhist,

doing? Whyare

the .same way, we will have
In talkingabout the Three'1rea-

happiness.

to make

common

tation

close friend of

Continuedfrom Page)
you sprinkling

/

or

'

a

a

be in this

denominator:

Seeing Suffering

have the

to

get everyone

when'

year,

rabbi stayed with' us,
Jewish services. We are not 'trying

consciousness. Someone offers

her.

Then

a

mine who is

..

'

We

services.

us to

community. That. is the glue, the

there would be

Catholic mass, for the Catholic nuns and
priests who stay with us, and Quaker ser

worse, Harry catches on fire Joan sees
Harry burning and says, "Maybe I should,
help." Then she thinks, "But I might get
sued." Eventually she does help, or maybe
she just walks away and pretends nobody

,

Buddhist

have

we

so

them money. Joan reaches for it and Harry
feels- jealous'; so he tries to take it. ·Or'">

saw

traditions and they are all pan of'our corn
muniry. But 'we all sit together, other-wise

many

inational zendo. The meditation hall has

(i 19.84

Ito turn Buddhists into Jews and Christians.
The services have come down in their own

healthy
body wit h a
If you just

make everything

to

are

hands, each with its own consciousness. Let
us call one" Harry" and the other" Joan."
Harry and Joan have read all the texts
about how they are part-of one body, and
they strongly believe it, but they each have

.

and

a

In Buddhism, we say there is no "my" or'
"I," but in the
have
sense,

ffering.

experiential

.

of

into one entity. There
things going on, people living ro
gether and" accepting various forms,' per
haps living in small communities.
In New York we are trying a non-denorn

su

is full of suffering, and we all see it; but
each Of us has to see it as "rny" suffering.

.

sane

analogy

disease, full of unhealthy cells.
try to fix up the unhealthy cells, it is end
less. But if you start injecting healthy cells
into the sick body, they, duplicate and
thrive. Little by little the body becomes
healthy again. Salk felt that Zen communi
ties were healthy precisely because they
have so many facets to them. They don't try

Much Ado About
We ali know there is

make this sick world

to

again.
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World Peace

Message
Signed

GREA T

at

The Power of Peace

(
MASTERS

\

WORLD

Chagdud

Zen

ASSEMBL y* Providence
Center, September 18, 1982.
PEACE

He

on

meditation and Tibetan medicine.

.

was

1982�

a

OUT first work as peace
makers is to clear our minds of mental
conflicts caused by ignorance, anger, grasp
ing, jealousy and pride. All of you at this
assembly have connection with spiritual g_
who
guide you i'h

righteousriess.

t�achers

the, p�rifica- � �,I.

ca.n

non of these poisons, and

through this pur, �_
ification of your own mind, you learn the�.
very essence of-peacemaking.
G
The inner peace we' seek 'should be so '2
absolutely pure, so stable, that it cannot be' t
moved to anger by those who live and profit �
t
by war, or to self-grasping and fear by con-

through space.
disappear,
10, 000 miles of blue sky�

'frontation

with

and

hatred

contempt,

death. Incredible

sion that

patience is

ferings.

necessary to
accomplish 'any aspect of world peace, and
the source of such patience is the space of

-

reflections

outer

�

of

minds'

the

intend to benefit and

,

�

.,5, understand this you will never allow your
cS' self to be defeated from within or without.
Tibetan Buddhists

use

the

peacock

as

the

for the Bodhisattva, the Awakened
� Warrior who works for the Enlightenment
of all sentient beings. The peacock is said to

� symbol

greed or family or nation 'or security or
attachment.' You can have some happiness
from those things-that's fine; enjoy -It
but .you can't have deep' happiness of the

or

"

,

heart. It doesn't work that way. That's the
true teaching of the Buddha-and the
teaching of the Dharma, quite apart from
the Buddha. It" doesn't matter about the
Buddha, but it's the teaching of what is
true. The source of happiness, the legacy of
the Dharma, is not to. make "us" and
"them." On this planet at this moment, we "-".

are all of us together. We.must touch that in
ourselves. I don't care how you touch it.
You can sit in zazen meditation or you can
march in New York. But if you haven't un�
derstood that, then it's still going to be
"us" marching and "them" outside or
"us" sitting arid "those" not sitting. Do
whatever it takes to 'touch that. See where
your "us" is and where your boundaries
are. See that they don't work, that any
"us" and "them" is not going to be the
source of world peace and joy.
There's a story told that when the Buddha
was walking down a road soon after his en
lightenment, he met a man' who stopped
him. The Buddha was ve'ry beautiful, phys
'

ically beautiful

and

handsome, with

a

won

derful field of love and energy around him.
This man saw him and said, "What are

capitalist
Just, "I

for

awake."

for world peace must not poison ourselves.

I close with

story, borrowed, I
must admit, from the Zen tradition. (I've
borrowed lots of good things from' Zen.)
There-was an old monk in China who prac

good meditation, but yet

never came to

touch in himself that end of "us," or "I"
and "others." He never came to that source
of complete stillness or peace out of which

Buddhist

or a

powerful worldly men

'you

retreat.

If

perhaps

you will

can

go

without anger,
the terrible delu-

on

penetrate

thing:

The monk left the monastery and ·took
bowl and. his few possessions and

his

walked

the various towns to the
mountains. He left the last village behind
and was going up a little trail into·the moun

through

tains.

Coming down the trail, an old man
appeared before him, carrying a great big

bundle

on

his back. This old

man was

actu

Bodhisattva, Manjusri, who is said
to appear to people at the. moment they are
ripe for awakening and is depicted carrying
ally

the

the sword of

discriminating wisdom

man, and the old man said,
young monk, where are you

monk told his story. "I've
these years and all I want

"Say friend,
going?" The
practiced for all

develop perfect qualities of
qualities against ur
gent necessity, extreme suffering and death.
Do not be' afraid to give your time, energy
self,

a means to

mind and to test these

and wealth.

My suggestion for accomplishing this
work in the world is to form

an internation
spiritual leaders 'who are con
cerned with world peace. Spiritual leaders
are in touch with the war-causing imbal

,

ances within their countries and

how to alleviate such

us

the
I

access

people

and

can

show

suffering. They

to the minds

can

work

hope some of what
people. If not

to some

to

and hearts of
create the space

I have said is useful
I

am

still

glad

to

be

connected to this effort and .look forward
to our work together. 0

true." The old

That's alL

Just put

it down.

Drop every

be, what I'm
going to get, what will happen. Just be
here. At this point the newly enlightened
I,

my, what I want to

monk looked at the old man
said, "So now what?" The old
ed down and picked up the
and walked off to town.
Here's

the

again,
man

and

reach-

complete teaching in this

acknowledge, it from where it starts: to see
sorrow, suffering, pain, to see that we're all
in it together, to see birth and death. If
you're afraid of death and suffering and
you don't want to look, then you can't put
it down. You will push it 'away here and you
will grab it there. See the world directly
any way that you want to do it, but do
it. Then you can put it down. Once you put
it down, then with understanding and com
passion you can pick it up again. 0
use

\..

i"
t:

�
"The.se

100.% o�iginclI ,o("ganic,

whi.r<lsica.� ,biocIeg;a.dable ,
loYing; slncePe', and humble
C�l"d5

are

the

enlightened.

=v to SCl1J hi!
.fl.OO .PQr;> bl"o"hvl.'B and

scll'lple..

bun'dl� again

story. It's to put everything down-all I, all
me, all "us." To put it down means also to

I

al network of

of peace.

as effectively as you know how, but
constantly aware of your own state of
mind. If you begin to experience anger,

myself, of this world." The master, know
ing that he was ripe, gave him permission to
leave.

and wrong, attachment and aversion.
The work of peace is a spiritual path in it

them
be

and

compassion is utterly neutral and is moved
by suffering of every sort, not tied to right

also have

enlightened.

off and prac

to go

.

who sit at the top of the war machines, re
gard them with strict equanimity. Convince

(jut to understand this: the true nature of

please have permission

now is to touch
the center point, to know that which is

a

the

tice in the mountains? I've worked for years
as a monk and there's nothing else I want

can

Buddha replied, "I
That's all. It's not

awake."

,

you' meet

man looked at him and 'his
look was kind and wise. So the monk said,
"Tell me, old manv do you know anything
of this enlightenment?" At which point the
old man simply let go of the bundle; it drop
ped to the ground' and the monk was

in the world

come. So
he went to, the Zen master and said, "May I

genuine change

that
cuts through all attachment, all illusion and
separateness. The monk looked at the old

am

As

one more

ticed very hard meditation for many years.
He had a good mind, 'became very quiet,
had

poisonous plants

which it transmutes

into the. gorgeous colors of its feathers. It
does not poison itself, .just as we who wish

or
am

you? Are you some kind of god?" The
Buddha said, "No." The man said, "Well,
are you some kind of an angel or deva?"
He said, "No." "Well then, are you a
man?" The Buddha said, "No." Then the
man said, "Well then what are you?" The

being

'eat

disruption

cause

death instead; the civilians who are wound
ed, killed and turned into refugees. True

you

�

own

and who sacrifice their precious human re
birth; the generals and politicians who

inner

truly understand that the essential
difference in peacemakers and warmakers is
that peacemakers have discipline and
�
� control over egotistical anger; grasping,
jealousy and pride while warmakers, in
s their ignorance,. manifest the results of
�. these poisons in the world-i f you truly

If

1

and all its hellish suf

soldiers caught in the cruel karma of killing,

poisons.

ci5

causes war

From the clear space of your'

inner peace, your compassion must expand
to include all who are involved in war-the

inner peace from which you recognize with
great clarity that war and suffering are the

.�

,

:

peace will touch the mind of every person
on this earth, radiating out from a deep
peace within bur own' minds, across
political and' religious barriers; across the
and
barriers
of
ego
conceptual

When clouds

peace or someone for war or a
Korean. Not being anything.

around the

part of the Great

Assembly and to
doing the work of

meet people who are
making world peace. I greatly respect
peacemakers because of their care and
compassion for the beings of this world.
It is my wish that the spiritual' power of

The earth is spinning

a

from

the United States.

to

It is very good .to be
World Peace

,

or someone

held at the Providence

was born in 1930 and grew up in Eastern Tibet, receiving instruction from the
Buddhist scholars and yogis of that time.iand spent many years' in meditation
retreats. In 1959 the Chinese took over Eastern Tibet, ultimately destroying the great
monasteries andforcing the lamas to flee or he killed. Chagdud Rinpoche escaped.
but without any of his precious Buddhist texts and ritual instruments: For two
decades he stayed votuntariiy in-the: Tibetan refugee camps in India, among the
poorest of his countrymen, until a group oj Americans, attracted to his qualities as a

Masters

'

Zen student

Assembly

.

,

or a

works

.................................

chanting together, eating together and sharing the truth
oj one body working together in harmony.

Christian

Peace

which drew 500 Buddhists and other guests

teacher, invited him

of many parts

other. Why give it up? Because it doesn't
work! You want to be happy, yethappiness
doesn't come from arms or war or hoarding

He

,He

our

are

teaching

great

deepest aspiration that the family of man can live in peace and harmony,
.that all people can wake up to their true 'nature-s-that deep, fundamental clarity that
is beyond dogma and opinion. Then, in turn, we hope that all of us wili use this love
and wisdom to create world peace and save all beings from suffering.
;

There

skills and unique

world.

We are now meeting together at the Providence Zen Center in Cumberland,
Rhode Island to celebrate the 10th anniversary of Korean Buddhism coming to the
West; Many. religious leaders from East and West are here=Buddhist, Hindus,

It is

seminars

Eugene.
a featured speaker at the World

Zen Center in

The predicament 0/ the planet requires overcomingselfishness, the split between
setf and other: When the self is forgotten, then we can hear clearly, see clearly, think
clearly; everything we meet is our true nature. A II life is so intimately interconnected
that our eve�v action has a direct and genuine effect on the condition of this earth.

expression

'his professional

medical consultant in

as a

,

together,

Western students

10

frequently travels, giving

.

are

of the

the field oj medicine, tantra, ritual, painting, sculpture, and traditional folk
art. His permanent seat is the Chagdud Gompa in Eugene, Oregon, from which he

of peace and the prevention of war are the ideals' 0/ all ethical
suffering in th'is world comes/rom causes and conditions that reside
in each one of us, set in motion by the individual and collective force 0/ our desire,
anger and delusion. Thisfire of desire, anger and delusion obscures the true nature
that we share in common. We have so lost sight of this true nature that instead oj
loving each other, cooperating with each other, and working together and helpingeach other, we cling to and defend our opinions.

the

1979, bringing

in

All the

Christians and Jews, We

Tibetan Buddhist Lama and Founder/President

a

serving

style in

The establishment

,

Rinpoche,

Buddhists worldwide, is widely recognized as a
meditation master, healer, artist, and Tibetan doctor.. Son oj the most famous
female teacher and renowned psychic in Tibet, Rinpoche carne to the United States

Today the threat of nuclear annihilation is beginning to knock down the harriers
between .setf and other, rich countrv and poor countrv. This threat is pointing to the
[act t hat we all have ourfeet on t he-sante soil. U the Tamilv ofman is to survive t here/
must be a stop to the escalation
0.[ nuclear arms.

.

Tulku

Mahakaruna Foundation

This is a crucial period in the historv of our planet, a time when changes in the
fabric 0/ this precious life are being set in motion=changes that we can barely
control and donotfully understand. In the richest countries the mental hospitals are
full; in the poorest countries stomachs are emptv. Governments are 'Spending
$1,000,000 per minute to out-do each other in the arms race, wars continue to' break
out between nations, and there is widespread [ear of nuclear annihilation.
The'
richness and diversity q{500.millir;n years ofevotution are rapidly being reduced to a
pointfrom which it CCIII no longer recover.

.

,
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Continuedfrom Page
good at my work.
parents happy.
I

me

was

made my
But still I used

days

again

without

knowing why.
I

just days

were

2
It also

to go

I

figured

"Yeah!" Then we'd all go back about

question in the back of my mind. Why
doing all this in the first place? The
professors 1 worked with in the biology de

were we

a

doing

tacit agreement that what
of great value. If you

was

doubted it, you could just voice a little
question and you'd get overwhelming reas

ever

Some part of my mind wondered
about that, but I didn't listen. I was also
surance.

getting

no

help from this world for listening

that voice. I tried to get through it some
how. 1 finished MIT, got my Ph.D., got ..
great jobs, made a lot of money and got
to

lot

rooked

me

"What

are

Q: How do 'we attain the don't-know atti,

LR: There's a story about a man who want
ed to learn about meditation, so he went to

meditation teacher in India.
"Please teach me about meditation," he
asked. The teacher said, "Okv.go home to
night and don't think about monkeys."
The man looked at him and asked, "Did I
hear you right?" The teacher said, "Yes,
you heard me. Just 'go home and try it.
Come back tomorrow and let me know
famous

'a

'square'

in the eyes and said,
1 don't remember what I

you"

meditation?'

during

answer! In a short tirne] had to say." I
don't know. I don't know, what you are

what

talking about."·
right!."

The man went home and said, "Boy, ,this
is going to be easy'. I never think about

And

he

"That's

said,

Here I was, 29 years old, a Ph.D', from
MIT, Can you imagine having someone do
that to you? What was I doing all those

years?

I watched him' for

a

Journal of

"I've

a

In the pure

discipline,

activity there is

no

control,

.suppression-conly

no

no
,

less activity of Dharma.

'Jan.

antiseptic it
Anywhere you

escape

as

minds. What

our

the storehouse of

in

clearly

awareness, It is

of strange tracks

a maze

footprints it must be.
Last night was clear wonderful sitting.

1\11

'

is

boundary whatsoever.

Loose

On retreats

climb

to.

such

us

wonderful

bow every

opportunity

and freedom not to make

ify the vision
of it

morning
to

Pure

clar

the thick

�0rni,ng,

7.

boredom ·had· set ·in"\

•

•

"

..-..c __

simple grace, the

unknown is

awesome

of

in

Feb. 8. Brilliant clear

Trust in the Roshi that reJan. 27.
sides deep in your own heart. Just corisult
yourself-what a relief. So much more to

blue without

unfold. It

knows.

seems to me

morning, sky electric
cloud, sun rising with the
piercing white light only the cold winter sun

that this basic trust

yourself is

the most

lessons, but so different to learn.
Those scary places really are the growing
edge of practice.
This -rnorning I feel transformed, as
though my consciousness has turned upside
down. I'm sheepish even writing about it,
thinking tomorrow I'll be restless and depressed and this poignant realization will
have vanished like morning dew. "1" holds
so tightly-for what purpose? What an incredible dark mistake when theterritory it
holds is so limited and when what is offered
is so vast, intelligent, sane and friendly!

The woods are
mist. In the absence

and

mind is

you won't

at rest.

ice

as t

of

Such innocence and sensi-

It is the look you

hey silently Iorugc Ior rood,

Why do we so steadfastly resist this
sim-ple awareness that is the heart of tender
reverence untouched by thought or knowledge? What a price �e have paid for our
Intelligence.
,.'
_":

ip.frOIJ�9f th,e"<;i:�,qr

is

:t�,�,�aR,? .oJ

'practice

some

time I

thought

meant

I

sat

harder. But

ignoring is

have to deal with it. In

.hour-long periods-they fle� by

brain can't deal with it
only remember that something
profound happened. This morning I feel

became clear. The

.all. It

can

a

little confused because

that t

't understand

can

so

or

much

isn't in

my program.

First of all, all the demons and stuff apI simply let myself tum to each one

peared.

kind

way

and

tortoise,

a

without pain. I simply expanded into the
'bright light of awareness and my whole life

under-

a

slow

customer-e-sc

stubborn-like

understanding

knowing-it's looking the other

it is that this

•

.

Truly�

handed

so

a sense'

make friends.
lief. As though in
thinking, 1 had cut
and friendliness. It

It

and

was an enormous

re-'

mv attempt 10 cut pi"!'
off my basic intelligence

\
all came back,
part of my practice was a kind of anaestheSitting was so light and buoyant. You
tic to avoid pain.
'had better hold your Mu lightly and not
Nowadays I'm interested in exactly how
and
stick. Out of that came such

in the deer's

see

through all the shoulds and oughts and I
did it in spite of myself. I'm such a heavy-

tired and

unknown bliss it is to walk upon this earth.
Such a vast mystery-when the cunning

and

1. For

standing yourself

a

Last night was a night of grace. How did
I know to go to bed at chanting time only to
wake at 12:30? Somehow the message got

.fiappened

your content-that you are Don't Know.
Any time you have a problem just ignore it

rocks

��--�

suffering is better than an escape.
This body 'is my laboratory. Nobody, not
Buddha, Freud, anyone, ha� any machinery
I don't.have, so I can work it out somehow.

basic of

,

02864

I
I
t
I

Clear

and

glow with this
unknown softness. What a quiet joy and
the

�

(401) 769-6464

Feb.

eyes

"

Cumberland, Rf

and friendliness with

today.

grey

I

Registration and mare-information:

of fear; the woods are illuminated by a soft
light that embraces everything.

tivity,

..

•

warm

..

Providence Zen Center

its simplicity and quietness.

beyond

horse

t

MASTE R

For

IV' •• -".

about in my
be totally vulnerable

suffering

comes

warmth-it

OW[l mind. If I can
and aware, the whole process should expose
itself. It's not that lwant to suffer, I don't

��\1�.,�.9c,2� ,c£>n!��d l,b,o):l�

it

a�t

\�ng;�

i'

-

.

528 Pound Road

is

glimpsed only

is the

International Zen

light. Imagination cannot
bring about this simple transformation. It

doing.

Even

knowing which way to', pro
fog gets thick.
This subtle, shadowless light penetrates
all things-shines through all things. Fro
zen birch, crystal sky" all are 'embraced by
it. Thought, reason, intellect, feeling are
left far behind. Step off from the promon
tory of thought into the richness of
unknowing and embracing 3:11 things.
Jan. 22. Another clear cloudless bitter cold
day .The first bigsnow came a few weeks
•

bad

Meditation Ceti-

PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER

stillness

and tender

ceed when the

ago. This

good and

shrouded in soft

least

at

win-dow

I
1
I
I
,.
I

Zen Center

Desert

f....__>.

corner

Jan. 25. It's

have the space

so we can return to

of the

control and

'for this

anvrhing=-to

and'

that is NOT found in

of your eye.
In wildness and authentic being

out

wife and kids-all the love as well as the
pettiness and insanity and uptightness
which is our real operating level.
So let

to

condemn."

dashing by.an open

a

,

Zen Center of

.

Life becomes the vast
desert of sorrow, broken only by occasional
bursts of joy and innocence like a horse

and

I

and others

It

.

fine view
and then throw it away. Go back down the
mountain into everyday life of struggle with
we

'

aversion, which means some
thing is happening, "I don't like this .I want
to control, dominate, separate, criticize,

nothing. We say,
"Accept yourself," already there is a mind
of rejection., How difficult not to make
anything.

American

CHOZAN

Boredom is

I suppose it's better than

I

Genesee

attempt to secede from

replay

instant

an

Women

Buddhist Association

time. The whole drama is held in the palm
of your hand. Aha! so that's how it is.

and natural, Rajneesh says. Be
yourself. Much of what we do is some kind
of resistance. "I won't be weak, I will 'be
strong. Sit correctly: Do good, resist evil."

I

Taj_ks, Sharing, Practicing Together

MAURINE

union" to be isolated, to sustain the
illusion by smokescreen.
I f awareness is strong, suddenly life be
comes intensely interesting. When you see
clearly what you'r.e doing to yourself, there

sensation held in the palm of the unknown.
The whisper of the breath, the crackle of
the wood stove all taking place in the vast
with "no

an

I

15- i 6, 1984

September

.,. With
Teachers'
I From Different Traditions
Buddhism
I Of
I
I
MYOON'FREEDGOOD ROSHI,
Cambridge
,I TONI
Valley'
PACKER,
I. JAN
SENSEI,
Los-Angeles
Vipassana
'DENISO�,
I
Iter
, Institut_s: MYOKO MIDWER,
DHARMA
RHODES"
I
lEACH R,
I JACQUELINE
SCHWARTZ,
TEACHER
I,

the

and

ness

intensity

"

.

VIPASSANA

beauty -of this moment. Ego is trapping
itself and seeks for a diversion so its subtle
game is not uncovered by the light of bare

go you leave a tell-tale trail.
1 wonder if our thoughts and longings are

marked out

a

Mac-

2-0ay Coriierence

E

No

an' attempt

kind of aversion,
the overwhelming

dom is

fallen powder; SO pure and
makes walking quite different.

new

A

BARBARA

Underneath this flatness very defintely
there is movement and restlessness. Bore-

morning-six

make

of America

.energy.

20. A beautiful clear

inches of

new."

and

moon

.

innocent

an

the

to

a

BUDDH�M

.

-

af)d
GESSHIN

longer
eager
participant but'
already a cynical observer. Nothing's hap
pening today, nothing is' ever gonna hap
pen. Life is insipid; dull, and meaninglessI'd shoot myself but
it, takes too much

I

the limit-

is

all-nothing

an

.

Continued/rom Page

it

seen

study

Just

I MS

I ought to be great at this," Then
all he could think about 'was monkeys. He
couldn't sleep, he couldn't do anything, he
was a wreck-l He came back the next day

Solo

astronauts

RUTH

happened."

monkeys.

while, and he

heads.

wouldn't be don't know.

I

ot,

happen,

tude

it like

to use our

get that out of your system. "Oh This is
don' -t know, this must be it." I f I told you
how you €Quid maintain don't-know, that

I

90OJo,- you wouldu't believe what would

'said, maybe I said, "I'm a person, a human
being." So he said, "Well, what's that?
Come on!" He was serious, he wanted an

,

a

don't know how

biologist does. We're a
mammal with a unique quality that other
mammals don't have; a very large cerebral
cortex
for our body size. It gives' us
great language ability and the possibility of
many choices, which means we can make
send
nuclear
weapons,
television,

an

people can do. I f you could do it 50OJo you
could change this planet. I f you could do it

they were stuck because they
couldn't do anything else, So I did a few
unusual things and people thought I was a
little eccentric, but it was OK. Then I met
this Zen Master. He couldn't speak much
English at the time, so he didn't sit me
down and give me all ,the arguments about
why I should become a Zen student. He just

,

than

more

pain

I

5OJo" maybe you're awake arid alive 5OJo,
That's wonderful--it's

or

I

and

me,

/

chanting.

=

'

exercise in how much of that time you can
be there just doing that. If you can do it

my co-workers five and ten years ahead of

t,

It's

something

r-WoM'fNANDAMERIcANI'

practice, -Woe get up at 5
and do-prostrations. sit for
then do

understand

you

jokingly after II' years, but i't shows you
what good a Ph.D. does, It takes years to

-

and

morning
minutes, and

30

teachers, but nothing came of it. Finally I
-decided to take a breather, io work part
time and do some other things I'd always
wanted to do, like rebuild car engines. I saw

I

room

The teacher

monkeys,"

was

about tomorrow or yester
ill my leg, and I'd say tomy
self, "This is it! This is not-thinking." That
may sound stupid to you, and I can say it

day

do that. It's the difference be

in the

government grants. But whoever
said you were supposed to be happy? I
never took a course that told me how to
figure that out.
I read books and went to hear different
on

"Now

we

Dharma

we

about

said,

'wasn't

alive or 'dreaming. A big part or
do here is practice meditation, We
have formal times when we come into the
what

sucked into this wonderful realm that de

pended

our

being

tween

the

think

Our teacher says that don't-know is be
fore thinking, For years I would sit in prac
tice and sometimes have a short time when I

was

out how to

recognition, but it still wasn't enough. The
people who were working with me had good
jobs too, but they weren't happy. I was
wondering about staying with it, getting

thinking

Human beings are interesting. We're the
only species that is destroying its nest. We
may be gone shortly becasue we don't know
how to use our heads. Reading isn't 'bad,
E
MC2 isn't bad, none of it's' good or
bad. It's just what it is, We may spend our
time making Coca Cola or MacDonald's
'hamburgers and plastic containers for them
and blow ouselves to smithereens, because

about meditation,"

somebody who wasn't just
talking, he was getting up at 4:30 every
morning and working very hard,
I'vebeen watching him for II years now,
In all that time, the most remarkable thing
is that I've never heard him say, "B0Y, this
is a drag. All these people asking me ques
tions is a real pain.' I'm going to take a
break today." I'v� never seen him not
believe ill what he was doing. Can you ima
gine meeting someone like that? You could
be a garbage man ot.anything, if you be
lieved in what you were doing.
Practicing Zen is basically asking, can
you do everything 100OJo? Our job is to find

a

we were

Nim

Sa

them off and go back the next day, do my
experiments and my teaching,.but there was

partment had

and the teacher asked, "What happened?"
The man said, "It was terrible I All I could

III

business. Then we'd go back to church the
next Sunday and he'd talk again, But Socn

those

up. I'd write

screwed

was

who

met

ever

factlived what he said. Very striking. Not
many people can do that. I was brought up
a Protestant. I'd go to church on Sunday
and the minister would get up, give this
great talk, and everybody would go,

up the stairs and
turn around and go back down

some

I'd

the first person

was

Turning Point
telling
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near

came

minds that
be bo

'

•. __

quite,

s

was

boundless.

often

had .fcund

squabble

t�e

cii;i�Y�!�0i.':.��,ri\

light
Nothing that

All the different

could resist.
so

\

over

who will

true master.
ss

I

saw

of�!. �9$ds.; �
.'

,

\

practicing meditation.
apologize if I'm presenting anything in

about

Donald's hamburgers.
But the evidence seems to point to the
idea that we may be around for a very short
time, in the scale of things. Recorded his

I

the form of "This is bad"

approximately 5,000 years. 10,000
ago we were walking around wearing

loincloths. Dinosaurs

were

around for two
then thev dixap

hundred million years and'
reared. It looks like we don't know how
usc

this

laxt

unique quality.

RO

that

to

about 70 million other human beings. A,

species.

we arc

and dcst

roying

doing

"What

have. In the

SOIliC

our nest,

sirunuc

thin�'

and rnavbc wc']] he.

out

it's

turned 4. It

can

/

really

clear to

help people by doing

gery, but

me

of them had been

some

can e

en

up. someone's

sew

arm

A

depressing

can

of

us are

Zen is

live. Not

it

judging

good

humans

can

saying, "Hey, maybe
doing this!" or "How

or

practice

was

you
can

you deal

If
ever
,

as

wise

did-he

as

be

with.
have

able to

else's word for it.

sticking anywhere

even

for

"As

a

a

child

As

a

bird settled

on

the tree

be

67 years of this Ii fe
I have played with God."

A

soft,

warm

misty day. This

morning I put out some rice and lentils for
any hungry critters that might pass this
way. Everywhere are the heart -shaped
hoofprints of timid deer. They know too
much of man's ways to let themselves be
seen easily.
Everyone lives in fear underneat-h the fa
cade of everyday life. It is the fear of being
isolated, naked and alone-left with the
sorrow of the impermanency and transiency
of this short life. So

and pad 'our

we

Jives
self

only

no

This fear of aloneness and insuf

BOOKKEEPER WANTED
Zen Center. Duties include

Providence
checks

at

writing

for PZC office and household

needs, post

ing receipts and disbursements, receiving
monthly rent and other dues from PZC
members, making bank deposits, reconcil
ing bank .statements, petty cash. Must be
come a PZC resident. Salary includes room
and board. Position can expand to full::time.
financial manager, with responsibility for
reconciling journal and bank statements,
generating monthly financial statements,
budget projections. Send resume to Mu
So eng Sunim, Director, Providence Zen
Center, 628 Pound Road, Cumberland, RI

028�.
NEW COOP BAKERY slated to open in
fall on PZC grounds is requesting loans and

donations for. construction starting soon.
One-third of the necessary $16,000 has
already. been pledged. Bakery will feature a
wood-fired, brick oven for baking tradi-.
tionai sourdough bread and will-employ
resident -Zen students. Also needed: chain
saw, commercial dough mixer, sprouting
machine, calculator, office supplies, delivery
vehicle. Contact Mary Hardy or Peter
Kennedy at Providence Zen Center, 528
Pound Road, Cumberland, RI 02864 or call.
401-769-2499.

SEEING WITHOUT KNOWING
Writings on Zen Work
by
Toni Packer
resident teacher of the

unexamined. In the end there is

to do but relax into

being

your

Genesee Valley Zen Center

...

will involved,

no

choice. It

was

an

complained

hausting night-the body
.

ex

but

to no avail.

console ourselves

existence with ideas and, end
-

practice. We armor ourselves
against the experience, rarely look itsquare
in the face without judgement. Fear keeps.
us from making friends with our world. Of
course there are things to be fearful of-hot
stoves, poisonous snakes. But if you reject
the snake, you are afraid to greet a piece of
yourself, and so live in fear.
It is the deep psychological and existen
tial fears that

we try to deal with on a very
primitive animal level. They cannot be dealt
with through fight or flight, but only by

to go out once more.

resumes

Sunirn,

I

worthwhile

earth

to p,zC Director Mu
Providence Zen Center, 528
Pound Road, Cumberland, RI 02864.

Soeng

March 5. Woke at 9-made a fire and practiced until 6:30 the next morning. There was

Transcending this fear of
apparent separation is the foundation of any

clearly defined,

are so

nothing

less mental chatter.

yet not separate,
It's important only to continue expand
ing into the light and sinking back into' the

myself.

ficiency drives us to meet the images of
society. I want to be supported, so I became
what others think I ought to be. All the
while others are doing the same thing. A
very reactionary kind of existence. Most

JoshuSasaki

comfortable-as though
job and was doing

office

..

.

knew its

or

a

clear, unt1inching awareness that simply'
how things are.
This morning I saw how fearful I 'often
Afraid that people will
am of the world
hassle or ridicule me-not give me space to

a

butterfly lost in flowers
fondling mother's breast

12.

building

sees

As

Feb.

fogether, there's a great emphasis on
using the training to get stronger and
clearer so we can help. If there's going to be
any real value to it, if it's going to be more
than just an exercise, it has to be of some
use. The real practice isn't here, it's out in
In the twelve years since he came to this
country, our teacher has started many
"centers for people to practice on this conti
nent, and everi in Poland. He travels'
around trying EO stir people into ha.ving a
question about their lives, to ask, "What
am I" and use that to help this planet.
Thank you very much for corning. I hope
you'll come back again and ask more
questions. D

-

help other people. He could live on this
planet in a way that was not destructive,
because he just listened. He didn't take
someone

that, while we have
practice of medita

.

paid, attention. He sawall of

�as

�

the world.

we will
the Buddha. That's all he

his mind's garbage, and then

send their

:

tion

.

'PZC is also

this pro

.

people are using it as
our practice was, you

I feel very fortunate
place and this

this nice

keep paying attention,

we

become

we

some

couldn't reconcile it.

something

shouldn't

is that

one

community.

the cost of room and
to three months. PZC is

traditional
Korean-style monastery on its property and
is offering scholarships to people with some
carpentry skills or interests, for summer
and fall 1984. Interested persons should
areas.

a

escape. If that's all

an

bad, but

this. better?" There isn't anything
to do, except listen.

Never

very

cover

inviting applications under
gram for work in garden, kitchen

of

moinent:

_

American Zen

an

now

"I need to get away from this world." One
the valid criticisms about Buddhist

learning

for 20 years that they hate, and, they get
ulcers or migraine headaches and wonder
why. It's because they didn't listen to some
thing sheir body was telling them. It was'

to this planet. I've seen
extraordinary people who do that
who know nothin of Budhism or Zen or'

were

working in

Scholarships

child, it's not just an
idea any more, but someone actually sitting
there looking into your eyes. It's not
possible to avoid suffering by saying "1
don't want to be attached to anything" or

during those years at M.l.T. that I wasn't
listening to. People get sick, they have jobs

great contribution

it. Guest and host

How could

beings do, get married and have

children.
Once you have

what it is.

Now I understand there

some

so

suffering.

are going to disagree, she
could get sick, she's going to die someday.
Anything can happen. Just putting yourself
in that situation guarantees you're going to
have suffering. But it seems to be. what

here is because we're

big part of practicing

just- seeing

in. That's all you can do. If you do it com
pletely, without checking, you can make a

being

lot of

spouse and you

or

about your mind. The clearer you can see
what your mind is doing, the clearer you

check their oil and don't rip themoff, then
.you leave them better than when they-came

was

a

Zen is

attention.

If you pump gas and smile at everyone who
comes in, and wipe their windshield and

Sitting

STAFF SCHOLARSHIP PRO·
GRAM: PZC offers year-round staff schol
arships to people interested in living and

marry and have children and
imagine there wouldn't be suffering? Your

change. How do you change?
How do you get out of habitual ways of·
seeing things? We have attitudes like "I
have forever, I don't need to do anything,"
and lots of other ways of not paying

do about it.
For me, using my training in a medical
way didn't seem to address that problem.
Now' I see that you can do anything-be a
doctor or lawyer or pump gas or be a
cook-if you do it 100070 and believe in it.

my whole

PZC

ever

you

interested in

after

nothing you

There's

I

reasons

reasons most

4

they've put it through a window, but the
reason they did it was 'because they were
drunk or mad at their wife and they will go
back to that world. There's

few

why you're here probably is
because your class required it. One of the
the

packs of cigarettes a day for 40 years. You
could spend your money and time making
artificial hearts, butyou could also go back
to the source and tryto figure out how to
help people not destroy themselves. I've
talked to a lot of people in emergency
\
rooms and -they say that they can't help
85070 of the people that come in. You can
give them sleeping pills, or rranquilizers,
you

a

home soon,

bad. Simply,
what does it mean? We have to get-on with
this question and stop goofing off. One of

sur

smoking

born

was

leaving

School Director Mu Guk Sunim.

want.

tell.

So this is not

that you

open heart

already

like she

be

world-and you

just

a

people, this whole
can't do just anything you

.of

"

I went

But it became

seems

ago.' She'll

who

daughter

a

bunch

board and last

something useful to do with my
as far as 'working in hos
pitals and doing medical research. A lot of
people are sick and we have to help them.
could

person, what you do matters. Then add

month, the School would pay the
intern's room and board fees at Providence
Zen Center. If you are interested in learning
call or write
more about the program,
to one

basically asking, can you do every
thing IO()OJo? Our job is to find out how to .do that.
It's the dUlerence between being alive or dreaming.

hard to find

/

have.

"Prdcticing

have,

training.

I

kong-an books, transcription, etc.) or a
special project. For periods of five days up

no,

whole

.

I'm sorry. I don't intend to.
After graduate school I was trying very
LR: If I

you do?" We have to find the
We all have ten fingers and ten toes

really fast.

days

of the fast lane.

0: It sounds like you have a set idea of
what's good and bad. Aren't you trying not
to?

questions like that and he'd say,.
you've got it wrong. 'I'm attached
to everything!" If we' could go and live'
alone on an island like Robinson Crusoe,
then anything we did wouldn't matter. But
as soon as you are with just one other
"No,

that every year time goes by a little faster. It
gets even faster. By the time you're my age,

I don't find that particularly depressing.
It's a great iopporrunhy to
say, "Wait a

second," and get

Sa Nim

two eyes. We've got to use them, and
time is short. You probably already know

soon.

gone

LR:.I don't think I said my aim was not to
anything. People used to ask Soen

and

a

KUZS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: The
School is offering a new program for work
ing in the School office. The work would
include .either regular business (Primary
Point and other publications, a new book,

attach to

can

answer.

beings have killed

human

years,

\\T

"This is

or

School Classifieds

were talking about your daughter.
How do you reconcile your relationships
with your wife and child with your aim not
to attach to anything?

Q: You

good." You can do anything, but if you're
doing it just for money or for fame, then
you want something and you can't pull it
off. If you're not doing it for those things,
you can do anything, even clean the streets.
We're still left with this question,

tory is
years

PAGE7
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A lot of satisfying thinking appeared.
What is the unknown? In the head it's call
ed cognition. In the heart it's called love. In
the hara it's called' will. In the entire body
it's called prajna wisdom. For the eyes it's
called seeing, in the ears it's called hearing,
in the nose it's called smelling. Who is the
Master-just who is bright and full of

and unhindered?
Mind light is the mastef--just stay aware
and it becomes luminous and clear. Very
awareness

'

Cost $5.50

postpaid

1982 Toni Packer left the

In

Buddhist tradition in which 'she
had been

teaching,

to form the

Genesee Valley Zen Center, where
zen work takes place without any

religious symbols, rituals,

or

authority.
Also:

zen

talks available

on

.

cassettes including:
On becoming (Mumonkan
#9: Daitsu Chisho

simple. Now using it skillfully is a whole
universe I know nothing about!
Soft grey misty day. Quiet illumination.
Delicate, soft, vulnerable as a pussywiIIow
is this day-too soon- to disappear. How

Buddha)

Causation (Mumonkan #2:
Hyakujo and 'a fox)
On relationship
On memory

.

precious this all is.

D

.

Violence

..----------------------�---------------.

Open' Mon·Fri 9:00

AMARNS

-

5:30: Sat. 10· 5

"'Our exoeriencea agenrs

The Natural Foods

Restaurant

can save

you

rime.

Bcrbc]cy's

Featuring

�egetarian dishes

Nortllsi<.!c TrLlVe]

Fresh Fish U Poultry

1.')�-+ ElIcliJ A venue

Z�1 Wickenden Street
R.I

Provid��ce

complete list of titles

Orde.r from
Genesee Valley Zen Center

Lunch U Dinner

,

Write for

money and troubte .::

Serving

,<��q��,.�,I-'�'-

Cost $5.75 tape post paid

,';;..(.".:'

fkrkcley,

(-+ 1 'i)
·'1

I

I'

!

California

843-1000
I,'

'I

f·\

."

<)-+7Ol)

P.O. Box 969

Rochester, N.Y.

14603

Please enclose check with orders
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w�re still paying rent or refused to. For the
zoning variance, the Zen Center had to re
quest a definition of itself as a religious in
stitution from the Board of Zoning
Appeals." To show the seriousness of the
group; the Zen Center presented its
schedule of meditation practice, the Dhar
ma Mirror explaining the niles of practice
and living together in one of Soen Sa Nim's
Zen Centers, Compass of Zen which is a
compilation of basic Buddhist teaching, the'
monthly Newsletter, the Residential Rule�
and Procedures, and other relevant written

Zen Center

Cambridge

.

began immediately. "As soon as
Deung Sunim moved in," recalled
Mark, "the walls started coming down." A

two

skilled carpenter and veteran of many Zen
Center building projects, Mu DeungSunirn
had moved to Cambridge in mid-October to
supervise the construction.
The pace was telling. People were work
ing 10 and 12 hours a day, coming home
from outside jobs and school, eating sup
per, and working until late. The move to
Cambridge was accomplished in mid
November: Five truckloads of furniture,
bedding, office records and equipment, the
entire inventory of Dharmacrafts (Dyan
Houghton's meditation supply business),
kitchen supplies and assorted personal gear
were packed and moved from the two All
ston houses to Auburn Street. Living con

material.

neighborhood

A
open house was held in
the summer, after .Cambridge Zen Center
residents had leafletted the neighborhood
to

It

explain

the Zen Center and its purpose.
time. Without neighborhood

was a tense

support, approval from the Zoning Board
'and the Rent Control Commission

was

chaotic. There was a con
of carpenters; plumbers, plas-"
terers, electricians and painters, some of
them Zen students being trained on the
job, and some outside contractors. Plaster,
'sawdust, and construction debris were
stant

the meeting was held, and
everyone's relief, only- mild opposition'
Was voiced. Cambridge Zen Center was
granted a zoning variance "for, religious
use" and in April the Zoning' Board of
Appeals ruled that Cambridge Zen Center
was a monastery. The main building (but
not the adjacent apartments) was removed
from Rent Control with the stipulation that
if the building' was sold within five years, it
would return to Rent Control. Nancy

unlikely. Finally

�
dismayed by

the apparent

chaos and

fusion of the renovations underway, others
willing to plunge in and joiri the work. Two
localteenagers are regular weekend helpers,
as is a local artist. The fourth huge dump

,

desirable place

,

)recent

A(lston

and

demolition of

,

through

the whole

Blitz,

morning

after

we

was

the

fied,

The Carroll School continued to utilize the

buildings around the mansion. There were
many possibilities for mutual support, but
the location was too inaccessible by public

transportation.
Cambridge
burn
after

that

Later

same

month

Zen Center discovered the Au

Street properties

in

Cambridge, and
lengthy negotiations, a purchase and
sale agreement was finally signed in May.
The new Cambridge Zen Center is lo
cated in an area between Central Square
and the Charles River locally known as

'Cambridgeport.

It is

a

high

energy urban

setting in transition, with a dynamic mix
ture of the poor, students, middle and
working class people and young profes
sionals. Old buildings are coming down and
new ones are going up. "There's a crazy
kind of energy in Central Square, like
Times Square," said Beth Ottenstein, a Zen
Center resident for the past six years. D�-

moved in." For

dusty

to

sit on,

so

up at makeshift count

were

down.

Everyone

was

being held in the tiny thirdfloor office:

L

Sometimes there was not enough
sometimes ·there w�s too, much,
-Forrnal Zen. practice was virtually

Several weeks after moving in'tO' the new
quarters, Mu Deung Sunirn, who had been
workinglong hours every day, had a serious
heart attack. He was rushed to Cambridge
,

were a

health

great nurnbe satis

and

When

building,

we

first

only

a

saw

ried
to

massive renovations of the

'

was

fectionately called "the Pit"
,

were

perceived by

Allston

people as being just another institu
tion coming in and taking over a piece of
the dwindling supply of low- income hous
ing which the Auburn Street property reprelike

sented.

going

Mark

into London

after

were

Zen Buddhist

ceru

Cambridge

was a

blow to har

sent out a

'calf for help

Providence Zen Center and the Extended
was a difficult time. The

Auburn

proceeded.

work continued for months. A
series of hugh trash dumpsters, big enough
to drive a small car into, were installed oJ
the pavement outside 'and filled, with con
struction debris, and hauled away. The dust

buildings sold

slated

very

quickly

permeated "everything, defying repeated
moppings of the floors. Gradua1ly the
house took shape. Residents fixed up' their

and

for occupancy in November.

rooms, put down rugs

and hung

curtains.

was

interior walls, removing stairways,
chimney, 'and center support pillars" and
adding new supports. The resulting floor in
the Dharma
one

room

had to be

covered with

wails h�d
rooms

for

to

was

so uneven

that

a new

poured in cement and then

;::

In each townhouse,

1!

plywood.

be removed to

common

make larger �

usage, doors

relocated,

bathrooms renovated and ceilings replaced,
The initial idea was to makethe first two
units livable, and to renovate the second
two over a period of several years. "I
thought we'd fix it up little by little," said
Mark Houghton, "and do it slowly over
several years, financing it a little at a time.".

four years, explained that
Zen Center needed a zoning

over

variance, because the Auburn Street build

Although this plan would have'

accommo

dated all of the Allston center residents, it
left no immediate room for new residents.
"Things catapulted very quickly," said
Eileen Repucci, who is the owner of a house'

•

painting business, and in charge of day-to
day work. Massive renovations in the first

'

frustrating

the

cr."

ing was a rooming house and already an
exception to residential zoning of single and
multi-family residences, In addition Cam
bridge Zen Center needed to have the main
building removed from Rent Control. "Be
ing under Rent Control would have put us
into an unclear situation," said Nancy. "If
people moved in to practice and paid rent,
then stopped practicing, we might have difficulty asking them to leave-whether they

CZC, and they

Providence

at

much modified sche

consisted of four attached townhouses, side
by side with separate entrances and with
four floors each. The renovation plan called for making interior connections between
all four units, and using the ground floor of
the second and third units as a dining room
and Dharma room, respectively. To create
these large rooms meant tearing down all

"In

In order to function as a residential prac
tice center, Housemaster Nancy Brown, a

resident for

retreat

on a

organized and supervised
by Mark Houghton, Eileen Repucci, coor
dinator of the Extended Community group,
and master Dharma Teacher Mu Deung
SJnim. Theoriginal Auburn Street building

Cambridge there's tremendous distaste for,
Harvard [University], and MIT [Massachu
setts Institute of Technology] because it is
felt they don't contribute enough to the
community. Now Cambridge is broken up
into areas where institutions simply cannot
buy property. Auburn Street is a residential
area, so there was some of negative
opinion about another institution coming
in, 'even though we agreed to pay taxes."
"Also," Mark said, "People are not enthu
siastic about something that's different', like
a

on

even

The work

the

Houghton explained,

Che intensive

PZC construction crew was heavily
involved trying to close in part of the new
monastery building in ,Cumberland before
the winter snows, and was ableto come to
Cambridgeonly rarely. Somehow the reno
The dusty, tiring,
vation work

af

parts of the townhouse
were livable. Demolition and construction
began even before the .legal papers were
passed in mid-October. Part of the pressure
came from good luck:' the Zen Center's two
done before

some

was

building they

Street? Why was it necessary to do such extensive renovation? Mark Houghton ex
plained that the vast majority 'of the 40
units were empty and in such considerable
disrepair that a great deal of work had to be

'

Zen Center

treated in the inten
care unit for two

Community. It

there."

Initially.the

was

dule. His sudden absence

the Auburn'

few tenants

unit and cardiac

care

Zen Center. but

mission, among others. In addition; what
did the neighbors think of a spiritual group
moving into the area? Mark Houghton not
ed that unexpected opposition appeared
from people who "a few years ago would
have supported what the Zen Center want
ed to do, but were opposed simply because
"rent control housing in Cambridge is
sacred, evenif the building is derelict and
Street

where he

sive

Kyol

fire

an�

empty.

hospital,

days. For weeks Cambridge Zen Center and
other centers did special Kwan Seum Bosal
chanting for him. He recovered well
enough to, go onto lead the 90 day winter

including
department codes, parking regulations,
,numerous
legal requirements including
those of the Zoning Board, the Board of
Zoning Appeals and the Rent Control Com

moved in, it

February of 1983 another possibility
appeared in Newton, a wealthy suburb 6
miles from Boston and Cambridge. A beau
tiful stone mansion owned by the Carroll
School for the Blind was' for sale, and
Cambridge Zen Center residents were
struck by the elegant landscaping, spacious
lawns, and livable condition of the interior.

No rugs

we

were too

standing

ate

because demolition

after

heat,

a

"

In

months,

every

problems

packed into the rooms that were livable.
What sitting meditation' was being done,

Did Zen Center members know what they
were getting into when they undertook ,the

I

'''The first

for

going on even

people

Cambridgeport area
lengthy and complex legal process,
which required a lot of effort by the Zen
Center members. In order to be able to live
and practice as a spiritual group in a resi
was

ligious institution. 'There

to

on

weeks the floors

City of Cambridge:

/ber of city requirements that had to

Zen Center residents turned
for advice to Soen Sa Nim, who told them

-

to the

dential area, the Zen Center had to become
officially recognized by the city as a re

Frustrated

went

on

The move into the

,

on

of 1982."

was

off and

6fficial Recogniti�m

tensive interior work. Negotiations began'
and dragged on for months. The owrier
seemed serious enough, but kept raising the
'price every time the Zen Center offered a

chanting

and dust

painted,

E�ryone -suffered lung

was

was

suspended.

the river
Even with the purchase in
small apartment building

chant Kwan Se Um Bosal every night for
a new building. "It seemed like we had tried
everything else," said Sonia Alexander, the
Zen Center's Head Dharma Teacher, "so

and
'

Everything

only the bedroomswere

everywhere,

where.

relocation of people, particulurlv I'he dixnd
vant agcd. Othcrs arc !!Iatl of the
L'lla'i,l'c�',

During this time several tantalizing 'pros
pects appeared, including, in 1981, a 30room Victorian mansion in Cambridge that
would .have required a new roof and ex

summer

livable

was to

the process. since it' involves
fal;liliar landmarks and tJ1C

scntmcnt over

we

strewn

one

said, "The first morning
moved in, it was like going 'into

London after the \ Blitz.

ers.

and

resident for the past

a

Years,

half

a

after

Massive Renovations

speculators, move into a de
start pouring in moncv.
caved
-Sornc residents already in such areas Iccl IT

years.

the

and

prevent the property
from being sold as condominiums. In addi
tion, Cambridge Zen Center is paying taxes

Brown said this

rca I estate

area

North Harvard Street, Cambridge Zen Cen
begun to turn people, away from
retreats because there wasn't enough space
�o accommodate them. Zen Center residents, few of whom own cars, also felt that
living in Allston was islolating, and too far
from the main flow of public transportation
an'd urban energy. 'Mark 'said the search for
new quarters that would bring Cambridge
Zen Center members together in one build
ing had been going on for three and a half

bid.

many of 'the

aguin being jostled and squeezed in the
process of "gcn'trification"-\\,hcn people
with capital. mostly young professional,

ter had

I

a

parade

everywhere.
Beverly Feldt,

across

years of a
the' 150 year old white farmhouse

near

live, and

to

become

arc

quats on the pavement outside, to
receive ,�he piles of debris from the fourth
townhouse unit which is still under con
struction. 'Since last October the Zen Center
residents, outside members, friends and
members, of other, Zen Centers have been
working diligently to make the old town
house suitable for use.
Why, did the Zen Center make such an
ambitious move at this time? Abbot Mark
Houghton explained that iJ had been suffer
,ing growing pains for .several years in the'
in

has 'again

older buildings are being renovated. The
poor, the ethnic -minorities and the elderly,

ster

cramped quarters
from Cambridge.

Cambridgeport

caying

con

became'

ditions

very

to

�

units

Mu

'"

�_
Formal

evening practice

was

gradually

resumed.

Looking Back
Now that sotne of the dust has

settled,
they
have come from over the long grueling win
ter. The new Dharma room is spacious and
well-lighted, large enough 10 a :commodale
the growing number of people who come to
members

are

beginning

to

see

where

the Center for talks and retreats. In March
Soen Sa Nim delivered a new, larger, gold
leafed Buddha from Korea for the altar,

'

•

J
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the Zen Center's

commemorating
As of

move

and

Working

practice.

I

expansion.

out

in

schedule

the

PAGE9

months has been a fascinating and
sometimes frustrating process. Since the
moving and contruction blitz started in
recent

the third unit

mid-April,

finished,
painting still to

with

most

fourth unit

be

some

don�. Renovation

well

was'

was

of the

underway. The

dining room includes

al

sanding and

October, the Zen Center has had little

formal evening practice. Only in February
retreats' started again. Morning
chanting was not resumed until the Dharma
room was finished enough to be sound
proofed, in March. As Eileen Repucci said,
." At one point in the construction this
winter, people really wanted to practice.
We were experiencing all the old vibes of
the people who had lived -here, and there

new

wood stove which
sits on tiles made and and donated by local
artist Joan Wye, who is also producing
some decorative tiles based- on traditional
Korean temple painting. The kitchen has a
huge lO-burner stove, a commercial-size
a

were

need to

change

the atmosphere in the
practice. Our outside
members were delighted when we started
evening practice again."
was a

toward

house,

now

find

practice

modified

The
students

-t

hat

needs

for

schedule

began in the Allston house

te{

be

'reviewed.

balance between

"We need to

loose and too
tight," says Nancy Brown. "With a lot of
students [she is one of them] that 'changes
the schedule." With over half of the house

\

a

too

,

members involved in
she said, "It's not

formal

and

possible

We're 'all

training.

places in

car-eers

schooling,

�
-cc

,.

-�

do hard'
different

to
at

our commitment to

s

�.

balance family
practice.Iand the needs of

practicing,

changing

we

too, and we all have lazy minds. So
work' with these different desires:

practice" formally and not to practice, to
have relationships, Ito be on committees, 1:0
have fun, and 'so on."
'.,'/

"

-

.

-'<

c,

refrigerator, a triple-basin. sink, ,new
grain racks and butcher block' counters.
The work still proceeds, but at amore rea-·
sonable tempo,

'plumbers,

plasterers,

elect ricianx apt! I.cn
to do paint inu and

finishing

work.'

Dharma room, and we'll be able

lot

people. Here,' we

more

.

,

/
,

codes and are authorized
North Harvard Street, we

to,

heir

meet' 'all

a

it

What is

like

living at the Zen Center
chaotic," said Nancy
Brown, "to some people who come for the
first' time and are turned off. Others pitch
right in and join the flow. The work retreats
now? "It

ha�e

still

seems

been fantastic-so fullof energy and
'

goodwill."
Jon Yanow, CZC bookkeeper and -Zen
student for 6'years said, "It's been good
teaching all around. I was ver.y wary of

moving here because
would be found
have

to

(jee� surprised

I doubted the energy
a go of it, but 'I

make
and

pleased

to

find the

energy did appear. It's. definitely a worthvwhile move. I'm very grateful to Mark for

;0

I

all�isenergy.':·
Part of the

includes

the

"

"ne'w look';

the Zen Center
reintroducation of
at

�

.

intolerant of people who. didn't dedicate
their, lives to Zen practice. Once the
children andstudents started arriving, there
were lots of tensions, butit showed us how
closed the Zen Center was."
Andrea currently sits, several mornings .a
week at another Zen community in
(
Cambridge whose hours are more
convenient for her family life. "Out of all
this struggle," she said, "I take a more
critical view of things, but it's not a
negative view. I got a lot of independence.
It showed me l-sdon't need' anyone else
around-in order to get up and practice every
day, so my direction has. become very
strong. When the children get older, I'll.
have to see what appears possible for
formal practic�., Perhaps I'll do more
retreats and come over .to CZC in the ......

can

w? practice and stiff

apartments

/

Houghton's tiny apartment. On one Sat-u�
day in April, a group ofthe daycare parents
and their children had arrived and were
busily cleaning up \ the Zen Center's backyard.iraking leaves, planting shrubs, and removing trash and' construction debris.
"Forming a daycare center would be a way
for laypeople to connect with us'," said
,

have ja";ifies and

In The Future?

the. Center.

As Soen Sa Nim has said, "Everything
.happens by natural process." A few fami

.,r

Reaching Out

lies

.

I

In addition to serving families, the' Zen
Center members are discussing' ways of serv
ing the wider community, for example, by
adding more flexibility-in sitting time, Sit
tings in the .later morning, at noon, and
afternoon would serve the needs of people
with children, as well as students with irreg
ular schedules. Workshops, introductory
classes, and more one-day sittings, which

raking

leaves in

yard could easily

the

turn

into

a

permanent

struggles of several
families and students with Zen 'Center living
will lead to a more flexible' and convenient
practice schedule, that will ultimately bene
fit many other people, In ten years, <'1{;
Cambridge Zen Center has gone thrc c \

daycare

center.

The

-

many variations of size-and outlook.

sheer' magnitude of the

,

!(

o�atibns began: could

Center used to offer before the ren
be offered. "We will

advertise more," added Mark. "Within
year," said Dyan, "we 'hope-to

respected spiritual center, fully authorized
by a city noted for its tough 'requirements,

the

Zen

the next

have
real

a

full-time staff person here and get

urban-style- practice

modified

schedule

still

center

needs

work," she added. "We need

instance,

who

are

students' but

is

a

lot

are

of

commit

accomplishment.

As Mark

'at last

seem large enough and
dynamic urban center,
Cambridge Zen Center will be reaching

ters that

located in'

ted to
.

remarkable

Houghton

people, 'for

making it work with practice. It really
helps people to live in the Zen Center.'
But as Eileen Reppucci. pointed out,

a

Auburn

noted, Zen is widely known and
well-respected. From this strong base of
respect, official recognition, and new quar

going. Our
a

/

Zen Center's back

.

Street pro
ject forced people-to mature. Going from a.
rag-tag student group to becoming a well

.

\

\.

be for members who wish

to live near but not in

l

with

a

a

wider vision-and

new

are

the
out

_

enthusiasm. 0

bhX1UnXC�>'l:CS
meb.lcX�.10�\ suppues
.Panrs '--Z'afus • Mats. Incense. Buddhas
Malas • Benches. Books • Etc.

-

••

closed on 24 hours' notice, and
suddenly the Zen Center found itself with a
makeshift family daycare center in the

-

'will

.'

Recently Mandy Houghton's family clay-

Eventually all of the adjacent

tenents.

.

care center

Dvan.

evenings."
The Houghtorrs and their daughter;
Mandy are the only continuous family
residents of CZC. As their daughter has
gotten older, Dyan says she is becoming
{ace in
rnore.aware of the struggles fa�illes
4,
.,'

.

practice?"

others have

.'

.

r

instill the idea (in outside members) that the
just a place to.

in closer. Of the four apart
ments in the house
is
one
icurrently occupied by the Houghtons, who
will be soon moving into a family apart
ment in ihd main building. Another is
two

'1

Zen Center is more than

move

.

As Dyan Houghton said,
"We all did very hard training [in the early
days of the Center] but we were also very

by the city. At
felt really
authorized.''' 'Eileen Repucci felt that the
construction work had drawn people a lot

been

How

practice schedule.

never

going. "It's really phenomenal what's
accomplished in just a few months."

of laypeopte.
)

-v.

Allston house. It also became apparent that
it wasn't really-acceptable withthe other
Zen Center members .10 do a modified

.,

the,

closer. When members go out for a break..
they often discuss where the Zen Center is

,

child, and when it became apparent that
'there wasn't adequate family space at the

I know what

_.,

society

Cambridge Zen Center.
She and her husband, Rick, and their baby
moved out of the Zen' Center several' years'
ago when she was expecting her second

in touch. With 8

or 9 people working,
everyone's doing, and super
vising tliem is no problem." He ;dded,
"Now we have a bigger center, a bigger
more

is-a

could

occupied by members, and

of New Haven and

Six months after the move, Mark admitted he still feels nervous about the amount
of money CZC owes, but sees 'the work
going much faster. "I feel a lot

\

commitment from the Zen Center as a
to
resolve family, situation's,
according to Andr�a Feit, a student of Soen
S'a Nim's for 8 years and previous resident

'''America
Jobs?"

Center members hired

and still

adjacent,

-group

with outside carpenters,

practice

can we

jobs? Buddhism always
adapts itself. Jt's one thing if you vow to·
give up your family-and become a mopk,
but what i'f you want -to keep your family
and your job? What can you do?" She
would like to work on ways 'for more
families to live in or near the Zen Center.
One idea is buying houses nearby, so that
members of the Extended Community

.What about the need for infegrating
family life with Zen practice? This IS
:::
another large area of" concern in future
'§
planning at the Zen Center. Until recently�
i there
hasn't been much .interest from
families wanting to move in, or much of a
�
double

".
can-give service living 'outside.
Eileen feels the ZC needs to look at how it
'takes in new people: "How doyou get them
to a point where they feel responsible for
the community?" she asked. "How do you

too. "You

have families and

.

.

/

a

ever

society of laypeople,"

a

Dyan said. "How

Family Issues

t::

for the Extended Community, it
has to be OK not to live in the Zen Center

speaking

forrl��l
busy and

life�with

Zen Center.

'''America is

to

\

to

trying

_

�
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SangFia news

Seattle Dharma Center

...

Dharma 'reacher

ies, The new location is near the University
of Kansas. Members have been doing reno

Eric Fischer has returned for six months
residence at SDC from Panama where he

ions

vat

Lombardo;

Vashon

Department.

Island

...

Soen

Nim

Sa

flew

sangha.

'Stanley

..

At Empty Gate Zen Center,
January 28, 1984

KZC

a

5
...

Searle Whitney

ChicAgo

Steve Petrin
Diana Boegel
Jonathan

...

returned from their
where
centers.

time this event has been held on the West
Coast. There were panel talks and discus

week-long

sions about School forms and Buddhism
Two North Indian classicalmusic ,concerts
were well-attended-on January 20 and April

Lexington

April

on

6

Ellen Clements from Barre and
will lead
two, separate

...

Sobin

Achan

Center

Ze�

visited Feb. 16-20
.officiate 'at their

6. The Zen Center sponsored an open house
on Feb. 22
Recent visitors 'to the Zen

Soel}..

...

lead

to

Sa

10 Dharma Teacher

,

I

included Jakusho �ng Sensei
from Sonoma Montain ZC Head Dharma
Teacher Jeff Kitzes moderated the Bay Area
Vesak Celebration (Buddha's Birthday and
EnlightenmentDay as it is celebrated in
Theravadin countries). at University of

currently looking for

new

Ontario Zen Center

David Ledeboer

In

quarters.

Novice Monk

...

attended

people
the Yong
the OZC

IDharma
Tahl Mah Sah
in the

past

...

New,Zen Center residents

few months have included

Dharma

Joan Chapman and ninth-grader
Jenny Woo,. The Zen Center-is looking for

a

.

�ew building

as

Korean'sangha

the

martial

next

down the three buildings in front this
Soen 'Sa Nim was in residence'
from' April' l'O-May 19 'before leaving for

j

Mu

opening ceremonyheld in the new
(one continuous-floor on the

in Maine. Slie spent several
'PZC beautifying the grounds.
retreat

'combining a
living 'area). The Zen'

and

sitting' practice'

studio

Cold

begun

a

a'

new

named

New

2-bedroom apartment Glue'

,

...

the third

)

unit of their townhouse, in which the work
is essentially done. Renovation continues

'Kansas Zen Center (formally Lawrence Zen
Center), Soen Sa Nim officiated, .March
25, at opening ceremonies for" the new

CZ;C

the 4th unit.

on

is helping

design'

CZC

having work'
landscape planner
weir yard There
,

New

Marriages

.

,

quarters of the.Kansas Zen Center, during

SU'BSCKIP-TION FO.KM

Jarr, 27., 1,984

Deaths
Feb. 13,

,"

..

receiving

PRIMARY'POINT?
r

Mexico,

r�reig"l subscriptions and '$9.00 for Canada and

Send

resident.

Feb:

26, 1984 Noel Fraser,· father' of
Dharma Teacher' Merrie 'Fraser of Provi
dence Zen Center,,_'.,..
;

in U,S. dollars

only.

Donations

t ax-deductib!e. Checks

<,

should-be

'

made outto: The KWAN

..

:NYZC is still looking for and close 'to

by the, noted Buddhis-t-scholar, Dr. Joanna
Macy Jakusho Kwong Sensei, Abbot of
Sonoma Mountain Zen Center, CA, gave a
talk April 5, accompanied by, his wife
...

I

On Aprir'1 some 30 Koreans
PiIp'JuSa. Teinple'in Adelphi; MD,

Laura

May.

from
took
the Five Precepts with Soeri Sa' Nim
officiating: Over 300 people attended the

.

ecumenical conference on ,;:Pra�'er and
Meditation in the Nuclear Age" on April 7
and 8. Buddha's Birthday was celebrated

...

construction

P,lease

crew

is

-

i

into

ZEN SCHOOL,
PRIMARY POINT

THE KWAN UM

Kennedy, Mary Hardy and
Ellen Sidor visited the bakery at the Zen
Community of New y'ork in Riverdale to
research the possibility of starting a PZ�

528 PUll nd RO.ld

cannot

furnished retreat cabin. "In

more

March Peter

Cumber land. Rl 02864
customers: We

a

bakery.". On

accept your personel checks

on a U.S, bank. Please send Canadian
International Postal Money Orders, or
all,t/.U,S, bank or'banker'sa.gellC,tj,

drawn

Orders in U.S. dollars,

Postal

March

from Hawaii,

Malley

w.ho -offers

26-27

Linda

Brown

-April 7, attended by some 130 School
members, friends, Christian representa
tives, and the Korean visitors. Representa
tives from various Buddhist sanghas gave
speeches to an enthusiastic audience.
Master Dharma Teacher George Bowman
gave, his first formal .Dharma speech,
ending a year of silence Master Dharma
Teacher Mu Deung Sunim led the winter
Kyol Che 'retreat: which opened' Jan. 2.
...

.

,

Head Dharma Teacher

Aitken Roshi student,
workshops iii inter-group
exer-

which So en, Sa Nim
Cham.
i;

.
,
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I would like
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Providence Zen Center
v:

Cumberland. RI 02864

_

�

one-year subsc rf pt knr.

aitiug

Hst

�

I

,

....

North Americans hardly know exists, since
January has had, a Ze� group under the
direction of Dharma Teacher Diana Clark.
She lives in a two-room apartment .in the

'day. Soen Sa

a

planning to visit Brazil in late June,
which will probably create another surge of
Nim is

f'1{IMARY f'OINT,

qill subscriptions (please send $7.50

per

qilt subscription)

sent to till:

I, Narll'�

City

5t�lc

Zip

lollowinq:

Makers of handcarved

signs, wood and stone
Buddhas, rowing skiffs,
and silkscreened prints of the
calligraphies by Zen Master
Seung Sahn.

__

Bench space is available at
I,
the Cooperative studios.
...

Siale

._

Zip

interest for Zen practice there. Diana has
close connections with the Korean Buddhist

Temple

Kwan Urn Sah in Sao

Center,

Paulo.

Palma.

Zen

Spain

Palma Zen Center held

...

Palma

de

Mallorca,
a

retreat

from March 1-4 led by Master Dharma
Teacher Linc Rhodes. There are now 10

2. NCllllC

Cily

1

formal Man

a

Zen .group
Sao Paulo, 'Brazil, the
fifth largest city in the world, vet one most

city and holds practice twice

.

help produce

.gave

.

528 Pound Road
_

enctnsuiq $ 7,.50 for

f'lease put

.

__

._

__

City
I

..

Jacob Perl. A

'

Brazii
.

rtame

was

people sat the retreat, with seven
people sitting the whole 90 days. On April 1
PZC welcomed participants back to the
community with a Hae Jae Ceremony, in

total of 27

,

an

communications, did' communication

bank checks

...

..

discussions", The

..

•

_

IO

renovating the old pottery studio into a 2
BR "apartment and has fixed the bunker

011

....

...

Zen Center PZC hosted the
spring Equinox gathering .of the. New"
England Network or Light March. IR,
People from 64 New Age/spiritual com
mumties
in
and
joined
workshops

,

payable

'

'

UM ZEN SCHOOL.

are

..

:

_
Yor� ;(Z\!�'10C�nt\!t':::.stn€'e" October ...__liiiii-..-_'.-IIIi'_'
beeIf-'a"l'¥ifg increase in residents:
cises with 'the PZC staff On March 31
before October 4 people had been living at
PZC hosted a-onecday workshop, "Despair
NYZC; now there are sometimes more than
and Empowerment in the Nuclear Age" led

'Providence

I

paymcut

'

unless-they

1984' Nancy Rabczak, Dharma
Zen Center

,

in New York in

,

please fill oul the form at the bottom and enclose your check or
money order for $ 7.50 for one year. 4 issues, Please send $ 18.00 for

foreign

Maggie Marie to Bob and
Lexington Zen Center.

Teacher and former Providence

If so"

Canadian and

and

Mara Genthner of

finding 'a new location Several members
.are working with other New
York Zen
communities to begin' a chapter of the
Buddhist
Peace
Fellowship.v.Members
participated in an East-Westworkshop df
culturalsharing at Shoreham High School

-:

send to:

Financial

Center,

Zen

Births

...

are

Crumm"

Ron Davis.

..

there has

..

'r

Wbuld you like to continue

Nina

New

Cape Ann' Zen Group .Dharrna Teacher
Linda Parker returned to Gloucester in
April after completing � ,IOQ-d;ry, solo

well-auended

�

1984

Director, Chogye Int'l

Sunim, a Korean monk
resident, received approval for
permanent resident status from the U.S.
Service
Director
Mary
lrnmagration
Olson is moving to Temenos to be food
systems coordinator for their summer
workshop schedule.

are now' 22 residents.

which jhe name was officially changed
from the Lawrence Zen Center. A strong,
retreat preceded the ceremon-

.�

...

Jan. -22;

and NHZC

,"

...

.

...

...

has been

retreats every month. A

..

Zen Center

NHZC". Yu Yin

obtained

...

Veronique
LeGuY'1-der Buddhist
sanghas in Los Angeles came together
Saturday May 5 for an inter-sangha day.

,

resident.

Cambridge Zen Center CZC has
a temporary occupancy permit for

Haven

Haven. Zen
Genter is now regularly using the Killam's
Point .retreat center (a coastal' nature
preserve and wildlife.refuge) for retreats,
and, held one there April 13-15, led by
Master Dharma Teach'er Bobby' Rhodes,'
NHZC held' an introduction
to' Zen
workshop on February 1'1 'which 18· people
attended. Mu .Deung Sunim led a retreat
March' 9-11,' his first .visir- ever for.

2�story

,

Ledeboer

at.

OTHER HAPPENINGS'

a

with

the

-arts

Mu

weeks

Precepts

Deung Sunim
Soeng Sunim

'

Mountain School, and they have
renovation .work on their annex,' a

PZC, is
.

.and

250 Full Monk

at

be completed and- available for renting,
July 1.:.You Hong Chun, who recently
finished the 9O�day winter Kyol Che at

.

Korea, accompaniedby Mu-Sarig Sunim,:
Mu' Ryang Suni'm, Mu Shim Sunim
David

officiated

and

to

..

Joshua Lea),

a retreat

room

room

Precepts

Joshua Lea (Mu Shim Sunim)

...

building with

tear

(formerly

15'0

talk So en Sa Nim gave at
Park Tae Kwon Do Institute

Center combines

door plans to. build a traditional Koreanstyle temple in the back parking lot and to

summer.

some

first floor of the Zen Center

film

editor
.

February

a

So en Sa Nirn led

5.

California, May

...

Center,

10 Dharma Teacher Precepts

...

Center'

Berg,

He

ceremony.

gave a public 'talk at University of Kentucky
to 120 people
Lexington Zen Center Ts

...

Daniel-Von

April Z, 1984

and
.

opening

Precepts

At Providence Zen

Nim

retreat

a

'

Siegfried

Jonathan Bowra
Larry Graziose
Van Loc Tran

,,

'

-

summer ..

this

retreats

.

...

Thailand

to

various

Vipassana
Dixie Ray stayed longer, returning'

Center
19, people
'Gate Zen
attended the·Dharma Teacher's retreat held
January 27-29 at EGZC, marking the first
...

pilgrimage

visited

they

Precepts

Suzanne Voss

Seen Sa Nim
Chicago
led a retreat at
Meditation Center
March 16-18 where 17 people from as far
away as Michigan, Wisconsin and Illinois
attended
Achan Sobin and Bob Ray
Meditation Center

'

Empty:

house

new

resident, has been
Chairman, of the ,UK Classics

named

to

Seattle March 10-11 for the dedication of a
Korean Buddhist Temple in Tacoma.
Former Director John Barazzuol and
former HDT, Scott Restivo left Seattle
Dharma Center. Their presence and energy
has been much appreciated by 'the Seattle

,

their

on

doing research. 'Ellen Cote and Ellen
Falconer, former residents, now live on

was

PRECEPTS.

Please inquire,

members. Members of Palma Zen Center
bow at 5:30 AM and chant afterwards at a
nearby Catholic monastery, where they
hold their retreats. The ZC plans to publish
its own newsletter every few months.

,

t_
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Information About
the Kwan Urn
Zen School

-.

Workshops: lntroducopportunities for begin-

Introduction to Zen

tory workshops are
ners and newcomers

'

run

from 9 to 4 and include lunch,
Short Intensive Retreats: Each month each
Zen Center holds a silent meditation' retreat called Yong Maeng Jong Jin These,
for 3

,

Sahn

or one

of thefour

studied anthropology and biology at Brown
University, and attended Duke University
on a Ph.D. program in anthropology of re-:
ligion in 1969, until he leftto study Zen fulltime. He has studied extensively with other
Zen Masters living in America, and led the
first three Winter Kyol Che retreats at Providence Zen Center. A long-time runner, he
.has done extensive racing, including a num->
ber of marathons. George is a skilled carpenter ,and has worked on .all the major
PZC building projects. He, was ordained aBodhisattva monk in 1982.

New

orientation. Advance

an

a

'Horne for the

Chanting Retreats: Several times a year
chanting retreats, or Kidos, are held.The
participants chant "Kwan SeumBosal.v
the

name

of the Bodhisattva of

,-:

to a

teach in the

Island. He is addressed as/}Soen SaNim'
(Honored Zen- Teacher) by his students. He
,

"

,
'

Empty Gate

�

.':

345 .Jesselin Drive

Lexington, KY 40503
(606) 277-2438

Center,
daugh-

'

LUBLIN ZEN

CENTER(

ul. Jarzebinowa 51
20�141 Lublin

views

are

Sahn

and

'

.'

•

193

two

Mansfieid

(20�)

"

I'

-

,

,

-

ONTARIO�ZEN (:ENTRE
515 Logan A ven ue
-Toronto, Ontario,
CANADA M4K 3133
(416) 466-5652 \.

,CAPE ANN

-

i

,2

,

,

'

;
_

,Cumbirlimd, ,RI

02864

London WCI N 2AH

';ENGLAND

'

'

(401) 769-6464

,/

.,

CHICAGO MEDITATION

:,S,E;� TTLE.nI:lA��t\ CENTER
.'

,,1147 NW 57th Street

'

5049 North

\

j

oyer

the

in her memory

and

a

ZEN/.CENTER

THE DHARMA BUDDHIST

Tt=MPLE OF'HAwAIi
1294 Kalani-iki Street

by

Malowiejska

24

OJAI FOUNDATION
,

--------------...,

Artists and

all

years:

was

ceremony
5
Soen Sa Nim on

Dharrnacrafts

is

products for

its

,Ojai,

looking for new
1985 catalogue,

CA 93023
646-8343

SHIM GUM DO,�EN SWORD

CENTER

'203

Chestnut Hill Avenue
MA 02135

Brighton,

(617) 787-1506
Please send photos and details to:
199 Auburn 51.

Dept.

merica, including East Coast
cities: Cambridge. Providence, Toronto. New Haven and New York; Midwest:

P

Cambridge,

Complimentary copies
reserve

space,

PRIMAR Y POINT, the Kwan Um Zen School,

528 Pound Road, Cumberland. RI02864, Your advertising helps support this
Thank you.

POLAND

MA 021,39

(617) 492-4793

Chicago. Ann Arbor, Lawrence, KS, and Lexington, KY; and West Coast: Seattle,
Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Honolulu, A broad: Europe and the Far East,
To

(.

..

TORUN ZEN GROllP
til. Swierczewskicgo 96/ II
86-300 Grudziadz

Dharmacrafts

A

0/ our discounts,

:P.O. Box 1620

(805)

I

'

Craftspeople

held

21-day

OFFERING YOUR SERVICES?
Advertising space is available in PRI/I;fARY POINT. Your products and services

details

':LODZ ZEN GROUP
c(o Warsaw Zen Center

POLAND

Center.

rates and

Honolulu, HI 96821

;,

04�962.Wars,�awa FalenCia

M,arch

North

,:

"

�

\

(213) 732-930i

conducted by
-t: at Providence Zen Center, Her family do:
� nated a number of her books to the Zen

across

CENTER

,-

#1

(312) 286-4699"

'

W ARSA W

humor will be missed

was

Major,

IL 60630

"Chicago.

-Seattle, W A 98107
(206) 78308484'
TAHL MAH SARZEN CENTER
Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90019

a

those who have known her

�

:

'

,

t:

Ce'nters

CENTER'

ZEN

"

"

Teacher, died February 13. Her fun-loving

chanting

GAK

Nicholas Battye
Mecklenburgh Street
King eros's

.

PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER
528:Pound Road

ul.-

at the Zen

01930

4c
,

former resident or
Center and a Dharma

A week of

,

,

'c/o

'

1954-.1984

&

Fort

CHEONG

(34 71) 238-289'

PRIMARY-POINT.'

�

Stage

(611) 28j-9308,

subscriptions to a monthly newsletter-and

spirit and good

'ZEN;:GROUP

Gloucester, MA

'J

,

SPAIN

'

Zen

of

'

Palma de Mallorca

,

Providence

minimum

Arbor, MI 48104
(313) 761-3770

TIe. Lizasoain, 1,4,2

.

Nancy Rabczak,

a

Ann

PALMA ZEN CENTER
'c/o Joan Insa

,

\

is for

days.

c/o Linda Parker

or

quarterly,

Seung

Dharma Tea

ANN �ARBOR S .... IM GUM DO ZEN
GROUP
c;',o Michael Ella'
6 Geddes Heights

;

-!

787,0912
,

:

'the

Zen Master

Master

the

AFFILIATES

\

Street

New Haven, CT 06511

affiliatenearest you.You do
,not have to be a memberto participate in
any -of the training program«: howevel ral ',"
are cheaper for members and include-free
Zen Center

Che. Talks and inter

given by

chers. Registration

NEW HA V,EN 'ZEN CENTER

.

I

re

advance.

POLAND'

Nancy Rabczak

publica/ion,

Kyol

Winter

to

'

ad'vertising manager,

Providence

July JI-AugUst 19: Summer Kyol- Che
'(Providence Zen Center)
Each August a 21-day intensive sitting
'_ retreat is held, with a schedule similar

"'3511 West

contact

New York

31�Sep. Z

Please make reservations for these

LEXINGTON ZEN CENTER

,Membership: if you would like to become amember of the.Kwan Urn Zen School or '.
"learn Zen meditation, please.contact'the

'

advertising

24-26

POLAND

I

our

Cambridge

treats at least two weeks in

,

,

Congress

Providence

New Haven

Au�usII0-12
'17-19

,

received his Ph.D. in biochemistry
at M.l. T. in 1971; taught at universities and
did medical. research. After meeting So en
Sa Nim in 1973, he traveled extensively with
him and helped many Zen groups start their
own residential communities. When the
Providence Zen Center moved to Cumberland 5 years ago, he designed and supervised the construction of several major
buildings', including a passive solar heated
meditation hall. He is supervising the design
and construction of the new Diamond Hill
Zen Monastery in-Cumberland. He,w:as_
ordained a Bodhisattva monk-in 19��.
Mu Deung'Su Nim.is Abbot of Tahl.Mah
Sah Zen Center in Los Angeles: He was
born in Hawaii and has two teenagesons
living in Los Angeles'. He studied atthe
California Institute for the Arts arid worked
as an industrial designer for II' �ear's: He'
began studying with Soen Sa Nirn in 1974.
He was a sculptor before he became a
carpenter, and has worked on many pf die
Providence Zen Center building projects.
'He recently supervised the renovations
under way at the new Cambridge Ze�,Center. He was ordained a Bodhisattva.monk
in 1982, and ordained a full monk in, i 984.

,

Please ask lor

School
at

Krakow

'

'

5,000 households

Cambridge
New Haven

,

25 Zen Centers and
in North and South America

to

20-22

'

over

offered

New Haven

121/26

,KRAKOW ZEI'I CENTER
ul. Boguslawskiego 2/18

'

affiliate groups
and Europe, and trayels worldwide' teaching Buddhism. He has published Dropping
Ashes on the Buddha and Only Don't
Know, collections of his teachingletters
and Zen storiesvand a book of poetry,
Bone of Space.

wilt be

14

(no teacher)

1115 Ohio Street

'

,1

Tahl Mah Sah

-

,New York

'

"

--

Providence

13-15

Lawrence, KS 66044
(913) 842-7010

'

West. He is the 78th

established

July

KANSAS ZEN CENTER

-

After-teaching

has

New Haven

6-8

27-29

ters, He

Patriarch
in the Korean Chogye Order, and became a
Zen Master in his native Korea atthe age of
in Korea and Japan for
.22.many year's, he came to the UnitedStates in'
1972 andfounded the Providence Zen'
Center, now located in Cumberland, Rhode

,-

Lexington

29-31

POLAND

ten years'.
Lincoln Rhodes is Abbot of the Kwan

C-Rmpas-

Seattle

22-24

94709

Grunwaldzka

Aged in Providence for the

Urn Zen School and Providence Zen
where he lives with his wife and two

Cambridge
I

17-July

Gdansk 80-244

past

rhythm set by the retreat leader
on a drum: A Kido is an exuberant celebtation of human energy, as well as powerful
training/in keeping a one-pointed mind, and
using group energy to 'deepen awareness.
9() Day Intensive Retreat: Each winter the
Providence Zen Center holds a 90 day in\:en�ve sitting retreat, called Kyol Che,
which means' 'tight Dharma." Conducted
in total silence, Kyol Che.training is an
extremely powerful tool for examining and
clarifying our lives. The daily schedule
includes 12 hours of sitting; bowing, chanting and walking meditation, and formal
"silent meals. Dharma talks and personal t:
interviews are given frequently by Zen, Master Seung Sahn and the Master Dharma
Teachers. Registration is for 90 days or
periods of 21 days:
The Teachers: Zen-Master Seung Sahn is
the first Korean Zen Master-to live and
sion,

Ontario
15-17

'

.

Tahl Mah Sah

GDANSK ZEN CENTER

workers in California for several years,
and has been a charge nurse in The Jewish'

$10

8--10

(415) 548-7649

"

at

Providence

Street

st

York, NY 10016

Berkeley, CA

a nursing
Washington Hospital Center
School for Nursing in Washington, D.C.
She worked in a free clinic for migrant farm

reserva-

tions. are necessary and are made with
non-refundable deposit.

,

Nim in 1972. In 1969 she took

degree

1-3

(work retreat)

E�PTY GATE ZEN CENTER
18QO Arch Street

where she has lived since she met Soen Sa

These retreats be-

gin with

(no teacher)
Empty Gate

(212) 683-5049

a Teaching Editor for Kwan Urn Zen School publications. She lives at the Providence Zen
Center with her husband and two daughters,

gives personal

temple style.

39 East 31

Dharma Teachers Association and

7

interviews and Dharma talks. The daily
schedule includes nine hours of sitting,
bowing, chanting, working and eating in
traditional

25-27

Barbara Rhodes isa chairperson of the

Master Dharma

Teachers. The retreat leader

New Haven

0,2139
June

CENTER

days
under the direction of Zen Master Seung
or

19-20

CHOGYE INTERNATIONAL ZEN

Bowman has been with Providence Zen Center since its inception. He

..

intensive sitting retreats

Tahl Mah Sah

(617) 576-3229

George

kong-an practice.

MA

Cambridge,

Cambridge

18-20

May
CAMBRIDGE ZEN CENTER
1'99 Auburn St reet

vel to the Zen Centers and affiliates in
America and Europe, leading retreats and
giving public talks:

the teacher.and student every month, for

are

are

"inga" -authority to lead retreats and
teach kong-an practice. They regularly tra-

Training Programs: Each Zen Center holds
meditation practice every morning and,
evening, and an introductory talk on Zen
once a week. Daily practice and talks are
open to the public at no charge. Some centers also hold personal interviews between

to experience Zen
practice. Workshops offer a full day of
meditation instruction, question arid
answer periods, experiencing life in an
American Zen temple, and informal
discussion of Zen practice. Workshops

RETREAT CALENDAR

ZEN CENTERS
four Master Dharma Teachers
in-the Kwan Urn Zen School, senior stu
dents of Soen Sa Nim who have been given
There

of PRIMARY POINT

'II'

you would like to receive free copies or this publicuuon tor distrihut ion plcaxc ,pc'coit\' t hr
number or copies and contact the Kwan Urn Zen School, �2� Pound Road. Cumberland. RI
,

02R64, I r
whom

vou

would Ii k c

yl)�llhillk

to

would like

become

Ill'

a

re,l!ular Id ist 1'1 hu t or,

or

receive PRIl\IARY POINT.

}.,

no«

"

r i Iht it
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I

!IiI1!fL._.,
"Humor, craftmanship, friendship, hard work, patience-all
words which come alive working with the crew. It's a'
wonderful combination of people and fine woodworking,
Every step of the job is custom work-so we have to-figure out
contruction none ot us have done before. This process of
t

..

getting

together and

doing

it is

magic.

.Bill' Highsmith,

"

,

<'/

L.
1.:t_·
:.j,
in early November to begin the construction of an American Zen
monastery. Early January the first winter snows really hit. Wemanaged to get the deck of the
.� Dharma room up, and the next step was framing the temple roof with huge 8"x12" beams. we
had shipped from Quane's Wrecking Company.-a salvage yard in Quincy, MA. Billy knew the
;;; ins and outs of rigging up block and tackle systems, that was the only way we could hoist
� those 20-foot
long· timbers .onto the roof. The framing was allpost and beam, so very few
� nails were used. Those mammoth pieces of lumber fit into each other with dovetails, mortices
�. and tenons like a giant Mechano set. Once we installed the roof sheathing in April, the temple'
became 'an Oriental postcard across the pond., Working skills have improved: people who
were tiptoeing nervously on the 'high beams -are now
scampering deftly uri the curved
,

Cl:l

"We all started

ou

together

�.

,

�
-

�ol Sandperl

·roof.'�

"I'

�

..

,,,.«,

'songs (0 the whizzing oj saw and the pounding oj
h�mllT"er. There's aprofound respectjor the generationsof temple builderswho have evolved
this beautifulform. "Larason'C;ilf/u:ie,architecr for Diamond Hill Zen Monastery being buill
"The birds have

now

added their

sweet

in Cumbertonrl. Rhort« Islonrt,

Cornell

University Summer Session
presents

-�

"{

SUBSCRIPTIONS
to The

Vajradhatu

Sun.
-�

THE YAJRADHATU SUN

IS

a

Summer
Seminar
on the
Sutras

-

',-

--

bi-monthly

Buddhist newspaper reporting on the growth and
ferment in the contemporary Buddhist world,
both in the West and in Asia.

include

Regular features

Buddhist News Summary, interviews
withleading teachers and scholars, profiles of
a

artists and writers, book reviews,

up-to-date

cov-

VAJRADHATU, SUN
An

Interview with the Very

Vcnc'l0hl<'
I",,} I'f�.I"r.

Kalu

O.... "h.n lind

Kaiacak ra Initiation
Performed in S. F.

Rinpochc

t,(lOO Auend Three-Day

1(�llI,·.th.'::;'ml>"h .• m

(.'erc:mllny

::�

at

Japan

Cenier

.-
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Published bv Vajradhatu. an irncrnational ""ncialinll nllluuuhi'l muliuuion all(hlllu\' ccntcr-; anu Naland:, t\1l1nualinn,,,
nonprofit cducationa] corpor'llion,
'

June

An intensive program in Buddhist wisdom and

students

cosponsored by _the Cornell

For

I_�

a one

year

subscription

(6 issues): please enclose $15 for USA. $1 H outside USA (in US

currency).

Joshu Sasaki Roshi

The Record of Rlnzai

Early Ch'an Buddhism

Bernard Faure

..

of Asian Studies

"

The Three-fofd Buddha Form

Shuyu Kanaoka

Thomas

1984

scriptures for beginning and experienced

University Department

and the Ithaca Zell' Center

•

5-'22,

Kasulis

Enlightenment:

A

Philosophical History

CREDIT: THREE/FOUR HOURS

TUITION: 5585/780. LIMITED
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F'NANe"Al

AID AVAILABLE

PART· TIME ATTENDANCE POSSIBLE
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EVENING and WEEKEND PROGRAMS:

A ddress

I'

Ronnie

Nyogetsu

Seldin

Marcia Rand

Zir
Pka\c send to The
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Sun. Circulation

Manager. I �45 Spruce

Street Houldcr, Co XO�()2

Sha,kuhachi
Dance

as

flu Ie recital

Meditation and

Mime

Elllot Flntushel

Expression: Workshop

and

performance

Pe�ormance

Joshu Sasaki Roshi will conduct Dai-sesshins (intensive medlt.ition retreats) before and
after the Seminar Program:
June 24-30.
May 29-June 4

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT,
<,

SUMMER SEMINAR ON THE SUTRAS
CORNELL UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION
Box 74, B12 Ives Han
Ithaca, NY 14853 6071256-4987
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